
trisha_29 
 
trisha_29: runnnnnnnnnnnnns back in...grabs the pole...swingssssssss around it 

karate820: whoa trish 

Sasha_J79: woooooooo! 

karate820: grins 

mylstoknowhere: wohoooooooooooo 

trisha_29: grins.....grips the pole..straddling against it....rocking my hips back and forth 

to the beat 

Phedre: *smiles watching Trisha just wiggling to the beats*  

mylstoknowhere: oooh myyyyy watchin that ass rock !! 

D r a z: watches trisha  turns lights on the pole 

trisha_29: drops my ass down to the floor....swaying my ass back and forth....bouncing it 

back up slowly..back arching 

karate820: wohoo go trish  

Sasha_J79: oh my  GOODNESS! 

mylstoknowhere: yesssssssssssssss shake it shake it 

trisha_29: grins.....runs my hand up and down the pole....waving my entire body against 

the pole 

karate820: wow 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssssss at her rubbing that pole ! 

trisha_29: spins and puts my back to the pole....rolling my head back....hands slithering 

up over my breasts....sliding my back up and down the pole 

D r a z: grins  ,,,,,, watchin trisha s body undulate  

ratherbe: watches trish dance  

karate820: stays quiet enjoying 

RocketManFL: ooo dang Trish is dancing, sits at bar and watches  

Bee_passionately_blue: (quiet cheer) 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh myyyyyy watching her chest rise with her breaths and her 

touches 

trisha_29: reaches my hands up....holding onto the pole....sliding my back down ...knees 

bent...moving open and closed as my skirt rides up high over my smooth bare thighs 

karate820: shifts watching 

mylstoknowhere: eyes trail up her fabulous legs waitin for skirt to rise even more 

RocketManFL: << eyes track edge of Trish's skirt  

trisha_29: pushes my back up the pole to stand....grins...pushes off the pole...struts down 

the bar top....stopping in front of myls...turning my back to him...reaching back..sliding 

my hands over the curves of my ass...giving it a slap and shaking my hips hard 

Bee_passionately_blue: bye ratherbe 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the fabulous tease 

D r a z: smiles as i hear  the slapppppp and see the hand print  

karate820: very very nice 

trisha_29: grins and pulls away....spinning and strutting down the bar a bit more....hips 

rocking with the beat...heels clicking with every step....bites at my bottom lip and stops 



in front of phedre.....sliding my fingers up the front of me grasping my top...tugs and 

pops the buttons pulling the top open 

karate820: oh my 

Phedre: *smiles my eyes lingering on Trisha*  

Sasha_J79: *fans myself* 

karate820: gotta love those high heels 

D r a z: moves head side to side as  the heat builds  

trisha_29: grins...spins and blows a kiss to phedre and continues dancing down the 

bar....giggling and snapping my hips to the beat 

karate820: very very hot 

RocketManFL: watches a Trish gets closer  

karate820: watches each snap 

D r a z: sings  show off that body .....show us the money  

Phedre: *catches the kiss putting it in a dark secret place 

karate820: wohooo 

trisha_29: tosses my head back...sliding my fingers back through the long dark 

locks....leans way back...dropping my hands down to slither over my bare 

tummy....stopping in front of rocket....leaning forward....jiggling the girls as my hands 

squeeze tight at them... 

RocketManFL: look up at jiggly parts, smiles and lick lips  

RocketManFL: winks @ Trsih, mouths "Thank you sweetie" winks  

trisha_29: laughs and spins away from rocket......shaking my ass....snapping it to the 

beat twiring in a circle...arms waving in the air 

D r a z: shes so dangerous ............ we love the scandal 

D r a z: watch it boys she will chew  you up  

RocketManFL: < shifts on bar stool to reduce uncomfortable tightness  

mylstoknowhere: watchin that ass shake oooh myyyyyyy 

karate820: such lovely assets 

trisha_29: snaps my head to the left...grins and eyes draz....drops down to the bar top on 

all 4s....tosses my head back....back arching..ass raised high...crawls cat like across the 

bar to him...ass swaying with the beat...stopping in front of him....hands reaching for his 

chest..crawling up till im on my knees....rolling my hips forward.......grins...slides my 

fingers into his hair...leaning in and ending the dance with a deep kiss 

D r a z: whoa whoa here she comes .....shes dangerous  

Phedre: * wolf whistles* 

karate820: hopes the defib is charged 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly WOOOT WOOOT YEAAAAA GIRL !!!! 

Phedre: brava brava 

Sasha_J79: my LORD she's hot! *standing ovation* 

D r a z: kissses  trish with  hands in her hair ,,,,,,,,,,and smiles ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, such a great 

dance r 

trisha_29: smiles...hops up and curtsies.....ty ty ty 

D r a z: woo  hoo  Trisha  ,.,,,,,,,,,,Bravo Bravo 

trisha_29: hops* 



Phedre: I think that was a freudian 

Bee_passionately_blue: you are a firecracker trisha, and a delightfully engaging dancer. 

mylstoknowhere: grinssssss 

D r a z: laffsss ........... now thats  dance!! phew 

trisha_29: lol 

karate820: smiles  

RocketManFL: claps, wooo hoooo Trish, outstanding  

trisha_29: mmmmmmmm ty draz blows kisses...and thank you karate 

Sasha_J79: *sits back down, wiggling my butt into the seat* 

 

 

 

Ms Sophisticate 
 
 
Ms Sophisticate: ~sips at the cognac, then rises steps forwarda few steps and begins a 

slow dance, eyes closed following the beat ~  

gerrymac55: leans forward to look better at Ms 

pc of some sort by now with all the banking and other stuff she needs it for 

Ms Sophisticate: ~slowly spins and continues the little sway, lets a hand move on the 

body~  

gerrymac55: prepares to get up from chair, adjusts front before  

Ms Sophisticate: ~moves a little faster with the side to side sway, lets the head fall back, 

takes in the tune ~  

gerrymac55: smiles at the swaying Ms 

Ms Sophisticate: ~completes the turn and sways again, runs a hand along the side, up 

the body, back down and pauses the hand before moving on the skirt~  

gerrymac55: moves closer to where Ms laying 

Ms Sophisticate: ~starts a new swaying to the music, spins slowly and rocks the hips a 

little faster~  

gerrymac55: stops by Ms, looks down and smiles..... 

Ms Sophisticate: ~removes the suit jacket and tosses it to the chair and continues the 

sway~  

gerrymac55: drinks in Ms body....so sexy 

Ms Sophisticate: ~spins slowly, tosses the hair over the shoulders and continues the  

D r a z:  watches the hips as  the music invades  Sophi 

Ms Sophisticate: ~sways a little and moves on the carpet, rolls the hips and runs a hand 

up and down the body, feeling the beat course through the body~  

gerrymac55: walks up to ms...... 

Ms Sophisticate: ~ moves to Gerry, smiles wickedly and leans over, runs the hand upon 

the area ~  

gerrymac55: pulls Ms close 



Ms Sophisticate: ~presses and circles the hand, winks and spins away..gives a wink while 

swaying once again ~  

gerrymac55: runs hand across her back 

gerrymac55: watches the teasing Ms swaying 

Ms Sophisticate: ~rolls the hips and sways again spins around and tosses the hair again 

over the shoulders~  

D r a z: smies watching the hair  flair and bob in the lights 

reforger2002: colder than a witched tit in a brass bra 

Ms Sophisticate: ~sits on the arm of the chair and sways, hands run up and down the 

body as the eyes close, head moving to the tune~  

gerrymac55: got it draz 

Ms Sophisticate: ~extends a stockinged leg, runs a hand up and down the leg, moves 

higher under the skirt for only a moment ~  

trisha_29: just be sure to clean up all the drool you are spilling down the front of you mac 

D r a z: smiles watching the hand moving on the leg  

Ms Sophisticate: ~ rises, twirls awayfrom the chair and sways once more, rolls the hips ~  

ratherbe: hello Sasha hugs  

gerrymac55: crosses legs again 

Ms Sophisticate: ~feels a flush to the face, continues the sway and lets the hands move 

at random~  

Ms Sophisticate: ~ slows, as the music stops....looks up, returns to the chair and has a 

seat, nervously sips at the cognac~  

gerrymac55: lovely dancing/swaying Ms 

D r a z: smiles and   looks over at  Sophi ............. and applauds ,,,,,,,,,,,,hot dancing Sophi  

 

sweet_rodeo_girl 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and moves so dennis can't see my ass 

dennis_346: damn 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmm nice and warm now  

dennis_346: smiles at rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: next load will be my tops 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: chuckles and sips my cider 

D r a z: smiles that s  good rodeo ....lifts  the covers ,.,.hmm a little toastie  

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around in my warm bra and panties  

dennis_346: nice 

D r a z: smiles that will keep  you warm .............and warm everyone else 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watching rodeos lithe body move 

dennis_346: watching rodeo dance around 

Will 158: wanders in and smiles  

dennis_346: hello will 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and dances around shaking my hair loose and letting my small bra and panties 

show off my younge body 



dennis_346: were watching rodeo do her laundry 

Will 158: Looks over at rodeo and smiles ... hey good looking, how goes it?  

sweet_rodeo_girl: ducks behind the bar  

D r a z: watches the rodeo thighs as she   dances  

D r a z: looks down at rodeo..............wondering what comes next 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and winks at lia as i look over the bar 

joyful lia: lol.ohh no you dont..get that tushy outhere and dance,lol  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles ok stands and spins out from behind the bar showing off my body as my hair flys 

down my back and lets my hips sway to the new song 

dennis_346: watches rodeos hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances around to show off my blue bra and white panties while lia teases draz 

dennis_346: smiles at rodeo 

D r a z: smiles as i see rodeo 's over flow  

dennis_346: as she goes by me 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watch rodeos hips and body move 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my ass snaps my fingers and bumps hips with lia get back to work girl lol 

dennis_346: winks at rodeo 

dennis_346: watching the show 

sweet_rodeo_girl: twrills around waving my arms over my head while my hips move side to side and lets 

my firm breasts show from under my bra while i move around the room  

dennis_346: love the blue bra 

D r a z: clicks fingers to the beat as  we watch  the lithe body  weave it magic spell 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches mesmerised 

Will 158: sits back down , my eyes following rodeos hips. 

sweet_rodeo_girl: cups my breasts in my small hands spins around and lets my bra move up some wiith 

each sway of my tongue over my bottom lip 

dennis_346: so sexy rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around will and dennis smiles while i bump hips and removes my bra drops it on 

the bar and skips to the stage so not to break any rules 

D r a z: marvels at  the sensual rythmn of the hands synchronised with her tongue  

dennis_346: winks at rodeo 

dennis_346: as she spins by around 

Will 158: Notices the gleam in Rodeo's eyes as she revves us guys up 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at draz spins around wets my lips with my pink tongue and covers my breasts 

with both hands as i dance on the end of the stage 

Will 158: Oh my  

D r a z: winks at rodeo ,,,,seeing her tease in  a please  

dennis_346: watching rodeos hands 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles rodeo can rev me up any time she likes lol mmmm 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shakes my hair down my back spins around and shows off my firm ass as it pokes out 

from my white panties  

dennis_346: that is a nice ass 

D r a z: smiles at  the nice evberything ,,,,,,,,,,,,got us all rocking  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: Draz i think im gonna need an ice bucket please 



D r a z: passes DoH an ice bucket  

dennis_346: leans back in my chair watching rodeo move around 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: starts poping ice cubes in my mouth....damn im hot 

dennis_346: great way to start the day 

Will 158: Enjoys the light sheen, the glow of exertions Rodeos lithe flesh takes on  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winsk and moves up and down the stage looking at each visitor we have with my hands 

still covering my tits  

sweet_rodeo_girl: skips in circles shakes my hair and lets my ass sway more to show off my new tan  

D r a z: klooks over at rodeo   as she struggles to cover those breasts with her small 

hands  

Will 158: blows a kiss to rodeo as she sashays by 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks side to side winks and lets my hair cover my boobs while i play with my panties  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: starts cramming icecubes in my mouth 

sweet_rodeo_girl: turns my back to the room wiggles and tugs them down some  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: shoves my head in the bucket as steam starts to rise  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks back at draz over my shoulder shakes my ass right then left and pulls them back 

up  

D r a z: winks at  rodeo 

Will 158: Hurray for our side   .. laughs and pounds the bar 

sweet_rodeo_girl: drops to my knees shimmys my shoulders so my firm tits can be seen by Bee winks and 

lets my body rock to the music 

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs my back..lets my yongue body be seen by the men in the room while it sways side 

to side and waves my arms over my head 

D r a z: watches  rodeo slinkily   seduce  

sweet_rodeo_girl: blows a kiss to lia snaps my fingers and rocks left and right on my knees 

D r a z: sexy little thing 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: hmm rodeo can seduce me any day of the week  

sweet_rodeo_girl: cups my breasts sways my hips and sticks my tongue out  

Will 158: lol Duke, is it still seduction if you are all willing and eager?  <grins>  

D r a z: watches lia's bra erupt w ith the kiss going wild 

joyful lia: giggles..she does have some warm soft lips  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: true will they she can tease me any day of the week hows that lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: lays back thrusts my hips up as my ass bounces on the stage letting my knees open and 

clsoe with the beat but hopes no one looks  

Will 158: nods and smiles 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watching rodeos evey move 

D r a z: eyes automatically  drawn to the thighs ..........its only evolution 

dennis_346: winks at rodeo 

Will 158: Oh my  .. <I get a bead of sweat on my forhead watching rodeo cavort> 

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs more as my shoulders shimmy with the beat.......rocks my hips and lets my thighs 

slide open some then clsoe as if pulled by someones hands 

TimeTraveller_1: *that girl can move*  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: too right she can time 

Will 158: Her capacitor has just the right amount of flux  <grins>  



D r a z: watches  the thighs pulse to the beat  

sweet_rodeo_girl: bucks my hips as my ass moves on the stage using my shoulders to make my younge 

body move with the beat  

D r a z: looks at  the thighs  

dennis_346: watching rodeo ass move 

sweet_rodeo_girl: moans bites my bottom lip as the pair of invisable hands open and close my thights an 

makes me bounce on the stage more 

TimeTraveller_1: good flexibility too  

TimeTraveller_1: nice ass too  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: pulls out an ice bath and jumps in 

D r a z: smiles ................  we wanna rock and we wanna roll most  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at Time shakes my ass and lets the wooden stage make me buck up and down 

more while the warm hands show off more of my creamy thighs to the room  

TimeTraveller_1: oh my................nice thighs  

TimeTraveller_1: whered you find this cutie Draz?  

D r a z: smiles ........one of our regular girls 

dennis_346: smiles at rodeo 

TimeTraveller_1: wow!  

sweet_rodeo_girl: sits up smiles but lets my hair cover my breasts waves to the room and rocks side to 

side on my knees so the music makes me move  

sweet_rodeo_girl: slowly stands smiles and spins around so the late commer can get a good look at what 

he misssed as i grab my bra and moves to the dressing room  

Will 158: woo hoo  clap clap clap   ...  very nice rodeo   

D r a z: everything she does just turns us all ..................our dirty girl 

dennis_346: very sexy rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: blows a kiss as i slip into the back room  

D r a z:  sexy  dance rodeo  ...............bravop bravo bravo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as all the men get all quiet  

dennis_346: oh not me rodeo 

D r a z: winks at  rodeo 

 

sweet treasure 

sweet treasure: skips around to stay dry  

lia 

dennis_346: watching sweet skip 

sweet treasure: winks as i pass by lia and karate,,,shakes my head and lets parts of me 

bounce as i skip around  

sweet treasure: shakes my head at the naughty whisper i just got smiles and looks at lia 

maybe i wil show the room  

sweet treasure: winks at rachel skips around and shakes my hips while my top shows off 

more than allowed  



sweet treasure: bumps my hips....kisses her soft neck while i rock my body side to side 

letting my hair fly over my shoulders and lets my top slide down my shoulders 

karate820: watches sweet 

dennis_346: looking at sweets hips move 

sweet treasure: smiles seeing lia is at work i should behave  

karate820: no you shouldn't sweet...winks 

sweet treasure: skips around her smiles and lets my hair cover what my top did as i 

dance on the stage nice and slow so as not to do anything wrong 

dennis_346: smiles and watches sweet dance 

D r a z: lafffs watching the hair  move about   

sweet treasure: moves next to lia wiggles and lets dennis see my lower body move with 

the music 

dennis_346: winks 

dennis_346: very sexy 

sweet treasure: whispers to her as my small hands slide up and down my chest to tease 

the ever so quiet karate  

dennis_346: lol 

dennis_346: watching sweets hands 

D r a z: laffs sweet  .......... looking at small hands   

dennis_346: moving up and down 

karate820: grins...watching 

karate820: admiring 

karate820: such a sexy tease 

sweet treasure: rocks and spins my body to this..turns my back to you both winks and 

lets my ass rock side to side and lets my hair sway and snaps my fingers 

karate820: very nice sweet 

joyful lia: grins...very nice  

sweet treasure: he speaks 

karate820: lol 

D r a z: smiles watching that sweet ass rock side to side  

dennis_346: watching sweets ass move to the music 

karate820: a nice tight ass 

sweet treasure: winks sits back letting lia feel how soft i am while i rock with the beat 

and waits to see what happenes next 

dennis_346: lol 

sweet treasure: what a song 

D r a z: watches that tchu tchu tcha 

D r a z: laffs 

sweet treasure: spins around shakes my ass and winks at karate let her talk 

gezzzzzzzzzzzzz 

sweet treasure: smiles shakes my head letting my hair show off my tits as i spin around 

and sits down on her lap  

joyful lia: smiles ..holds sweet close  

dennis_346: she is missing out 



sweet treasure: snaps my fingers winks at draz an lets the music move my shoulders 

while i feel lia move under me  

dennis_346: oops 

D r a z: winks at  sweet 

dennis_346: watching the girls 

karate820: watches the two girls close to me 

joyful lia: squeezes sweets..tushy  

sweet treasure: whispers to lia....wiggles and lets my ass move right and left while my 

hair swings between us 

joyful lia: oh my...really?  

D r a z: laffss sweet 

karate820: chuckles 

sweet treasure: blushs at the super naughty reply 

dennis_346: lol 

karate820: leans back and watches...seeing the blush spread 

joyful lia: bites my lip..snickers as my hands roam  

sweet treasure: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyy  

D r a z: watches the wiggling ass  

sweet treasure: wiggles in your hands....when do you get off ? 

joyful lia: my fingers are cold  

karate820: smiles at the innuendo 

D r a z: laffs .......timing is everything 

D r a z:  winks at sweet 

sweet treasure: needs a freak to hold me down 

sweet treasure: rocks my hips and bounces up and down on lia's lap  

D r a z: watchs th ass bump up and down  

karate820: watches the bouncing 

sweet treasure: turns my head smiles and lets my ass bounce and sway with the beat  

dennis_346: hides from draz 

sweet treasure: mmmm you sure are here 

karate820: hehe 

sweet treasure: straddles lia's lap smiles and lets her eyes see what my long hair is 

hiding as my shoulders rock side to side and snaps my fingers 

dennis_346: sits back enjoy the girls 

joyful lia: looks around the room before moving the long locks out of my way  

karate820: shifts in my spot..being so close 

dennis_346: move in closer for a better look 

sweet treasure: smiles grabs the wall behind your head rocks my hips and lets my chest 

move with the music while i wet my lips  

D r a z: laffs sweet  watches the hair move to the beat  

karate820: smiles...hmmm 

dennis_346: very sexy 

sweet treasure: loks around rocks my hips and pushs against lia making my back grind 

against her desk to feel how warm she is  



joyful lia: smiles up to sweet..sliding my hands to your hips  

joyful lia: oh im warm,lol  

karate820: very very warm apparently 

sweet treasure: winks rolls my shoulders and archs so my hair shows more while my 

hands slide onto your shoulders 

joyful lia: grins to karate..you are gonna owe me ,since you are so close and getting a good show,lol  

karate820: i will pay in mmm full 

karate820: a very nice show 

joyful lia: gathers sweets hair into my hand  

dennis_346: yes it is 

joyful lia: smiles...tugs it gently till i can feel her leaning agaisnt me  

sweet treasure: giggles shimmys my lower body...rocks my head side to side and lets my 

long legs hook the chair legs to keep close to the warm lia 

dennis_346: watching sweets long legs 

dennis_346: nice 

karate820: a cold shower might be in order... 

dennis_346: lol yes 

joyful lia: she is a a package of  sexy isnt she  

dennis_346: watching the two hot girls 

karate820: yep...a perfect package 

D r a z: such a  hot package  

sweet treasure: tilts my head smiles and nibbles on lia's right ear while i wiggle on her 

lap archs my back and rolls my hips against your desk more  

joyful lia: mmm purrs softly..grazes my finger along your side  

karate820: my my... 

sweet treasure: puurssssss in her ear..wiggles and grinds with the beat......kiisses and 

tugs on warm ear more to get parts of me warmer 

karate820: wow 

dennis_346: turns back to watch sweet and lia 

sweet treasure: giggles looks like my wiggles made lia passout  

sweet treasure: kisses her bottom lip tugs and slowly stands  

sweet treasure: winks spins around and lkets my skirt fall back into place as i skip back 

to the bar 

D r a z: watches as sweet comes back  to  the bar 

karate820: watches sweet skip 

dennis_346: smiles at sweet as she skips by me 

sweet treasure: smiles at zoe shakes my head to keep my chest covered and hops up 

onto the bar to be safe  

 

 

 

 



dirtyrpgirl 
 

dirtyrpgirl: sways my hips and shakes my hiney to the new tune 

dirtyrpgirl: running my hands down my sides to my thighs as i rock to the tune 

traincommuter: watches dirty closely  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my butt bounce and wiggle some 

traincommuter: wow, you do move well dirty mmm  

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts jiggle in the flimsy tourquois dress i have on 

dennis_346: sits back sipping my drink watching dirtys ass wiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you 

dirtyrpgirl: you should make our room a favorite train...alot of us girls dance....smiles 

traincommuter: enjoys the view  

dirtyrpgirl: pole dances....lap dances....cage dances....smiles 

traincommuter: i will add it dirty for sure, you dancewell  

dirtyrpgirl: flinging my hair side to side as my body moves seductively 

traincommuter: oh my, jeans tightening again lol  

traincommuter: my eyes follow dirty her moves  

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands back to my hiney...moving them with the beat 

traincommuter: swallows  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

traincommuter: sits back watching closely  

dirtyrpgirl: falls back to a chair....my hands on the arms of it....my backside hovering at 

the cushion...as i slowy gyrate my hips and thrust my crotch slowly to the beat...arching 

my body back as my foot taps out the beat in the 3" heels 

traincommuter: that dress looks wonderful on your beautiful body dirty  

traincommuter: mmmmmm looks at diry hips  

dirtyrpgirl: m hugssssssssss dennis...sleep well 

traincommuter: eyes are glued to dirty's hips  

dirtyrpgirl: arching more foward as i lean back farther to the chair .........feeling the hem 

of the dress riding up higher and higher 

traincommuter: resits  

dirtyrpgirl: looks to train...winks..as i tell him...like any other club with dancers...it is a 

look but dont touch policy....smiling 

traincommuter: watches the hem move up exposing her long legs  

traincommuter: no worries dirty, i just look  

dirtyrpgirl: good......smiles 

traincommuter: and i appreciate what i see  

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes...i stand up and fall to the floor.....my right leg crossed to 

the left.....leaning back on my hands behind me 

traincommuter: mmmmmm  

dirtyrpgirl: the hem of the dress falls into my lap........as i sway and move to the 

tune...snapping my head back and flinging my hair back 

traincommuter: watches closely  

traincommuter: you are beautiful dancing dirty, hot  



dirtyrpgirl: bouncing onto my behind making my breasts jiggle in the flimsey dress's top 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you train...smiles 

traincommuter: smiles back  

dirtyrpgirl: wave to mohamed........welcum to Lady Ann's 

dirtyrpgirl: kicks my right leg out sharply...........and spinning my body so my feet are flat 

to the floor and my hands sretched out 

traincommuter: eyes glued to dirty's moves  

dirtyrpgirl: then with my body arched and my butt in the air.......i walk my hands on the 

floor...the back of dress riding high exposing my panty clad hiney as i shake it to the new 

tune 

traincommuter: that is an awesome ass dirty, wow  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands towards my feet ....rising from the floor....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: standing up ..shaking my hair as i sway my hips.......pumpin my arms into the 

air as i spread my feet in a wide open stance 

traincommuter: watches dirty sway  

dirtyrpgirl: lifts the dress above my thighs as si snap my hips side to side 

traincommuter: swallows looking at her body  

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my eyes...as i swirl my hips in a tight circle.lifting the hem of my 

dress higher and higher as i get into the blues 

traincommuter: taps to the rhytmn watching dirty  

Al_dente_: seems like I've arrived just as the hem goes up! 

dirtyrpgirl: then.................steps back and spins...letting my dress fly up and out....... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting all of my panties expose as i spin and spin 

traincommuter: eyes glued to her panties  

dirtyrpgirl: the tight little teal french cut patnies clinging to my body as i dance 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

traincommuter: mmmmmmmmmm dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts swaying loosely in the top of the dress as i hold my dress now and 

swing it wildly moving my hips side to side 

Al_dente_: wot.. no bra? 

D r a z: watches the   hips in the summer dress  

traincommuter: taps to the beat watching  

dirtyrpgirl: skips over to a pole in the room..............and as i hold onto it..i kick my left leg 

up and lock it to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: wb Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooo lowers my leg and leans to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms crossed as i catch my breath....grinding my hiney back to the pole 

D r a z: smiles   as that  hiney slides against  the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: then................i put both of my arms high above my head....holding onto the 

pole on the dance floor....looking into the wall of mirrors 

dirtyrpgirl: and spins...and leans with the front of my body to the pole 

D r a z: smiles at  the multiple images  of dirty  in the mirrors  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my feet back ...feeling how the 3" heels lift my backside as i arch to 

the pole 



dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my ass to the piano 

dirtyrpgirl: then does a swooping sway.................shimmies down till i am squating on the 

floor....the dress hanging to the floor holding onto the pole 

traincommuter: smiles watching wow  

dirtyrpgirl: tilting my head back and letting my hair fall back off of my shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: humping my hips to the air....................... 

D r a z: taps my  fingers to the beat a i watch the hair sensually sway 

dirtyrpgirl: jerks my bosy to the tune 

Al_dente_: likes the way those breasts are still moving 

traincommuter: amazing hot dance dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: and as i let my hands slide down the pole to the floor....i stand up my hair 

hanging in my face as my long legs stretch up 

D r a z: woo hoo ....dirty 

traincommuter: oh my  

dirtyrpgirl: my butt poking out from under the dress 

Al_dente_: hmm love those legs! 

dirtyrpgirl: as i sway my ass left to right to the new beat 

Al_dente_: they go all the way to the top! 

D r a z: watchesas the pert butt ............. pulses  to  the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: looking from under the dress and in between my long open legs as i wink to 

Draz 

D r a z: turns my head to the side to wink back 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands back to my ankles and run them slowly up the back of my 

calves 

dirtyrpgirl: my fingers finding the flimsey dress's material as i lift it higher and higher 

dirtyrpgirl: exposing all of my panty clad behind as i flip the dress back over my lower 

back as i hang my head almost touching the floor 

Al_dente_: oohhh... 

traincommuter: watching closely remembering to breath  

D r a z: grining watching the fingers progress 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to my backside and letting them fan open over my panties 

dirtyrpgirl: tapping them to the sax's beat to my hiney 

dirtyrpgirl: then...................i tug at the fabric and let my butt cheeks expose more 

dirtyrpgirl: pulling the fabric into my butt crack 

D r a z: winks at  dirty..................woo hooo 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes...i drop my hands and stand back up facing the pole 

Al_dente_: nice butt! 

dirtyrpgirl: the dress cascading down my body and falls into place 

traincommuter: amazing butt  

dirtyrpgirl: spins around as i snap my fingers and sway my knee's 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..oooopssies 

dirtyrpgirl: dances away from the pole 

D r a z: winks as dirty speeds and slows and speeds again 

dirtyrpgirl: skipping over to train....since your new...smiles 



dirtyrpgirl: stands in front of you and starts to dance again 

traincommuter: smiles up at dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: flinging my hair as my head pops side to side 

traincommuter: taking it all in  

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the hem of the dress again 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying the dress side to side as i lift it higher 

dirtyrpgirl: holding it up to show you the front of my panties...and how they forned a 

camel toe after pulling them into my behind 

traincommuter: looks up smiling  

dirtyrpgirl: man............i fel like a woman........................... 

traincommuter: oh my beautiful, and yes you are a woman  

traincommuter: i feel like a man watching dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: dropping the dress and leaning to train, my hands on his shoulders as i 

shimmy my shoulders...smiling to you as my bare breasts start to almnot fall from the top 

of the dress 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my knee's onto his legs as i crawl into his lap 

Al_dente_: watches train shifting uneasily in his seat.. 

traincommuter: watches her breasts move mmm  

traincommuter: very aware of her sexy presence  

traincommuter: mmmmmm dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: grins at you as i lean close...my hands on the front of the dress's top 

traincommuter: feeling her ass on my lap  

dirtyrpgirl: looks around and leans even closer.......smiling as i open the top of the dress 

and rub my bare breasts to your face 

traincommuter: watching her hands  

traincommuter: feelng her breasts on my face  

Al_dente_: way ta go train! 

dirtyrpgirl: gicing you 4 quick boob wiggles and then lets the top fall back closed and 

smiles asi slip out of your lap 

traincommuter: ty al, swallows  

dirtyrpgirl: see why LAB is a place you want to cum back to train !!!....giggles 

traincommuter: follows dirty with my eyes  

D r a z: laffs dirty  

traincommuter: mmmmm i know now  

Al_dente_: isn't that called entrapment? 

traincommuter: grins, it is a very pleasant entrapment lol  

traincommuter: ty dirty for that surprise!  

dirtyrpgirl: picking my right foot up and putting on your chair...my high heel between 

your open legs as i reach into the right leg entrance of my panty and pulls out a LAB 

memership card...smiling as you look at my panties 

traincommuter: watching her panties not aware of the card at first  

dirtyrpgirl: hand you the membership card...now this will get you a free drink at the 

bar...compliments of me !!!..smiles and bends down and kisses your cheek 

Al_dente_: and to think I thought something else was in those panties! 



traincommuter: takes the card, thank you dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: there is al ....cooter !!!!!...laughs 

dirtyrpgirl: your very welcum train...... 

traincommuter: mmmmm dirty, you are giving me a very warm welcome mmm ty  

D r a z: stands and applauds dirty ................great entertainment dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: you were a gentleman when you arrived train..and ever since too.....so you 

desreved a littl VIP treatment....smiles 

traincommuter: applauds dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz !!!!!......blows you a kiss 

Al_dente_: claps with the others ... 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You train........smiles 

traincommuter: thank you again dirty  

traincommuter: can i buy you a drink dirty?  

D r a z: catches the kiss and slips it in the naughty kiss box 

dirtyrpgirl: now what room you going to visit from now on train?...giggles 

traincommuter: let me think dirty .................. lol  

dirtyrpgirl: how about a shot of jack , train...i could use that...smiles 

traincommuter: i heard room 19 is beautiful  

dirtyrpgirl: he met jackie too Draz....giggles 

traincommuter: can i order a shot for dirty  

D r a z: adds 2 ice cubes to a glass and reaches up for the bottle of Jack Daniels ..pouring 

in a generous measure ... passing the ..... Jack ...... to dirty on a LAB coaster  *winks 

dirtyrpgirl: the BEST way to survive in our room........................be exceptionaly nice to all 

of the girls 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: opens the curtain th the changing room...just wearing a simple short black 

velvet dress with thin straps and 3" black heels.................tuggin at the hem to get it to 

stay down 

D r a z: gonna rock this joint .........  woo hoo .........  dirty  .......we feeling right  

trisha_29: woooooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooo babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hot 

damn!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and kisses Draz as i walk to his end of the bar 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrowls woot woot at the dirty girl in black 

dirtyrpgirl: shakin my hiney as i slink over to you 

joyful lia: holy moly 

D r a z: smiles and kisses diry .........smies you looks so  sexy  

dennis_346: smiles at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz....smiles....i think this is more of a cooter showin dress than 

anything...giggles 

mylstoknowhere: ooh yea the blues 



trisha_29: mmmmm mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 

ratherbe: cooter cooter cooter  

D r a z:  woo hoo ,,,,,,it sure is ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.ya sexy thang ...all woman  

joyful lia: lol 

joyful lia: she sure is 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.....high steps to the 

stage.................my walk exaggerated as i  wiggle my ass as i walk up the steps to the 

stage 

ratherbe: wow dirty, very sexie hun  

trisha_29: whistlesssssssssssssssssssssss....now THATS what im talking about right 

there! 

dirtyrpgirl: stops and shimmies to the da da dada beat 

D r a z: smiles at that sexyslink  to the stage  

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands behind my neck and flips my hair out as i let my knee's 

sway to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: watches the ball of fire shimmy wow o wow 

dirtyrpgirl: boncung my hiney up and down as i let it get down close to the stages floor 

D r a z: cant  take my eyes off  that bouncing hiney  

dirtyrpgirl: turns and walks back to the pole......... 

mylstoknowhere: <, gets up and gets a much better seat by the stage grinning 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs the pole with both hands as i arch my butt back 

D r a z: winks  ............... sings.......i just wanna ............ 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my butt in the tight black dress...feeling it ride up my thighs....the 

back of my black lace panties exposing 

trisha_29: dayummmmmmmm she is a sexy kitten! 

Sasha_J79: agreed! 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands slide down the pole....................hanging my head and going 

lower and lower 

trisha_29: wiggles around watching my babygirl  

D r a z: smiles seeing the swell of the cheeks in the lace 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair touching the floor as my backside lifts and protrudes 

mylstoknowhere: keps a close eye on the protruding butt 

dirtyrpgirl: snaping my hips to make my hiney shift left and right......as the dress rides up 

even higher........feeling all the back of my panties exposing and my butt cheeks hanging 

out of the panty fabric 

D r a z: the pale globes contrasting to  the black lace ,,,,,,so hot 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes......i jump up and skip around the pole...my left hand 

holding onto it as i stretch out my right arm 

trisha_29: bops my head...not taking my eyes off that dancing sexiness 

dirtyrpgirl: stoppping with my face to the crowd........the pole tight to the front of my 

body................sanpping my hips left to right of the pole 

mylstoknowhere: nudges sasha with my elbow damn aint she hottttttttt 

D r a z: that pole sure gets  the best polishing 

mylstoknowhere: winks to the dirty dancer facing us 



Sasha_J79: yes it does, draz  

dirtyrpgirl: then just sliding down the pole with my hands....the pole lifting the hem of 

my dress as i grind and rub the front of my panties to it as go down  

Sasha_J79: yes she is, myls! 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i hump the pole as i squat low...exposing myself 

trisha_29: grins seeing them sexy panties 

mylstoknowhere: ooooohhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

zoelost58: Hi Redneck 

dirtyrpgirl: pumping my hips as the panties go up and down the brass pole 

D r a z: smiles eyes on the panties .. andthe glimpsesof whatsunderneath  

dirtyrpgirl: then with my hands going one over the other i pull myself up but with my 

thighs open 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping close to the edge of the stage as i wiggle my finger to my 

baby.......would you be so kind as to help me with this dang zipper in the back? 

dirtyrpgirl: turning with my back to the crowd as i wait for my baby 

trisha_29: grins....slides the tips of my fingers slowly up my babygirls back....leaning in 

close as i grasp the tab of the zipper...easing it down slowly....peppering soft kisses to 

her skin as it becomes exposed....smiles and steps back 

mylstoknowhere: tries to peek up under the dress while she stands there 

D r a z: winks at trisha ,,,,,mmm nicely done  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm thank you baby !!!!.....feels so good when 

you do that too !!!!....turns to kiss you b4 you go back to your seat 

trisha_29: grins and winks back at draz 

Sasha_J79: That was the sexiest unzipping I"ve ever seen! 

trisha_29: mmmmm kisses my babygirl and settles back into my seat..so welcome 

dirtyrpgirl: turning with my back to the crowd again......my bra straps showing as well as 

the top of my panties as i wiggle some 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssssss at the lovely view 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my ass exaggerated as i shimmy down again...my hands on the thin 

straps of the dress.......lowering them over my shoulders 

dennis_346: smiles watching dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning on the toes of the high heels so i face the crowd again........peeling 

the front of the dress down past my breasts.....the black lace pushup bra totaly out from 

under the dress as i wiggle it to my waist 

D r a z: mmmm smiles as i watch  that lithe body    in the thinmaterial 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh my soooo sexxxxxy smyling 

dirtyrpgirl: then with my hands on the dress......i sway as i stand back up....letting the 

dress fall to my ankles....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: strpping my right foot from the dress....then as i step out with my left foot...i 

catch the tiny dress with my toe................... 

dirtyrpgirl: spining the dress some b4 i kick it off.......letting it fly across the room 

dirtyrpgirl: waves to cindy as i dance in just my bra and panties now 

trisha_29: soooooo damn sexy babygirl! 



mylstoknowhere: jumps up tries to catch the dress flying overhead  

mylstoknowhere: damn to close to the stage 

D r a z: eyes wandering up and down that sexy body  

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on my hips as i roll them in a circle..........thrsuting them 

foward as i shake my shoulders and boobs in the pushup bra 

trisha_29: lmfaooooo oh lord have mercy 

dirtyrpgirl: tosses you a mad magazine to divert your eyes 

dirtyrpgirl: as i high step back to the pole.........strutting my hips as i get closer to the pole 

trisha_29: wooooohooooooooooo work it babygirl!!!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: oh my gawd watchin those hips strut 

dirtyrpgirl: and as the tune changes............i grab the pole...my feet planted as i spin 

around it with my hands....my tummy wrapping to the pole as i spin 

D r a z:  shes anaughty littel girl .....and i like it that way  

joyful lia: smiles..we like it like that 

trisha_29: yesssssss yes we do! 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my cheek to the pole as my body contorts around it 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping to face it again and wrapping my right leg to the pole...i press my 

crotch to the cool brass 

D r a z: grins watching the leg wrapping the pole and   the pole getting a real shine on 

...................  we sure like it that way  

dirtyrpgirl: holding the pole with both hands as i arch my body back...feet spread 

apart...and grinding my croth up and down the pole...feeling the pantis slip into my slit 

some...eyes closed as i feel it and the music in me 

mylstoknowhere: grins as the crotch sticks out to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: double pumpin my cooter to the pole as i sway my head back 

dirtyrpgirl: smils up to the DJ booth by the bar......................... 

D r a z:  winks at dirty   

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back from the pole now..and leans to rub my boobs to it 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo sissy !!! nite sweetie !! 

dirtyrpgirl: seeing the mechanical bull out of the corner of my eye...............i smile and run 

and jump from the stage...landing one my feet and on one bent knee 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing Draz's stetson as i skip to the bull 

D r a z: laffs watching dirty  go to  the bull 

mylstoknowhere: now theres a site to behold bra panty clad woman in a stetson 

grrrrrrrrrrowlsssssssssssss 

Sasha_J79: oh goodnes *wiggles in my  seat* 

dirtyrpgirl: jumping up on the bull i shift my butt all the way back and lay on 

it......humping my ass up and down as i rub my breasts to the "horn" 

dirtyrpgirl: y knee's bent and feet in the air behind me as i lay across the cold letaher bull 

dirtyrpgirl: then......i sit up on it...my long legs wrapping to it's belly as my cooter rubs 

through my panties.......and i "ride" the bull 

mylstoknowhere: wondering who's more wild of a ride the bull or the dirty girl grinning 

at the thought 

D r a z: watches  dirty as she pumps the bull thighs tight 



Phedre: Dirty hands down you can turn the bull off 

dirtyrpgirl: making seductive faces as i feel the hard leather at my crotch..pushing the 

panties in deeper 

mylstoknowhere: stands and hoots a YEEEEEEEHAAAAAAAAW 

trisha_29: not taking my eyes off dirty....every move so damn sexy 

D r a z:  turns on the bull and bucks it gently in a steady rythmn 

trisha_29: hi rocket 

dirtyrpgirl: falling back now and laying on the bull on my back...lifting my legs high in the 

air and "scissoring " them open and closed as i rub my hand from my belly to my boobs 

trisha_29: grabs a few napkins.....wipes my forehead 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh myyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as my butt bounces and my legs open and shut....count to 8 !! Draz...... 

D r a z:  smiles as i  make the bull undulate slowly with  dirty riding  

dirtyrpgirl: my butt lifts and slaps to the leather back on the bull 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling ove sitting backwards on the bull now as it spins and bucks 

slowly.....my butt rubbibg to the "horn" 

D r a z:  smiles watching  dirtys crotch slide along the bulls back as  dirty grasps it in her 

thighs  

D r a z: spins the bull to the right abnd slowly bacvk with a thrusting buck  

dirtyrpgirl: then......i shift and stand up on it as if i were surfing !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: wooooohooooooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: my tits jiggling as i bounce around on the heels................ 

trisha_29: grins...ride it out babygirl 

D r a z: slowsthebull   pusing it to  thebeat  as it turns  

dirtyrpgirl: one hand in the air....as i scream 

wooooooooooooooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: waving the steson on my other hand 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds the surfer 

dirtyrpgirl: the front of my panties all camel toe formed 

Phedre: *wolf whistles two fingers between my petal lips*  

RocketManFL: go dirty go  

D r a z: swings the bull round to  front again  

dirtyrpgirl: then................i do a backflip from the bull and land with my butt pushed back 

and my back arched........ 

mylstoknowhere: nice whistle  

D r a z: bucking the head upand tail down   as dirty dismounts  

trisha_29: yeeehawwwwwwww babygirl!!!!!  

RocketManFL: holds up "10" card woo hoo dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and kicks off the heels and runs to the changing room in my bra n 

panties...waving to y'all !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: holds sign up 9.9 on the landin 

Sasha_J79: wooohoooooo!!!!! 

trisha_29: yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy.....that was incredible babygirl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: stands and  hollers  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.woo  hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.bravo  dirty   



mylstoknowhere: applauding and 

WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOingggggg 

D r a z:  such a performer  .............. wolf whistles 

Phedre: *wolf whistles over and over til it's ringing in the room*  

dirtyrpgirl: steps out from behind the changing room curtains....taking a bow....thank you 

!!! thank you everyone !!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: grins to phedre wow !!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: applauds louder woooohoooooooooooooooo 

Phedre: *winks* that was awesome Dirty..  

trisha_29: it absolutely was!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you phedre.....smiles n skips over and hugssss you 

mylstoknowhere: damn right !!!! 

D r a z: really  incredible  dirty  ...............kisses  

Phedre: awww *blushes*  

Sasha_J79: that could not have been hotter! 

dirtyrpgirl: kisses 

dirtyrpgirl: and then moves to hug my babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you too baby !!!!! hugssssssssssssssssssss 

RocketManFL: well if it were, LAB would have burned to the ground  

trisha_29: hugssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss my babygirl all up....kissesssssss.....you 

were amazing babygirl!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: and skips over to Draz...thank You ...you played the bestest tunes 

!!!!!...hugssssssssssssssssssssssssss n kissesssssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: aww thankies baby....smiles 

D r a z: hhhhhhhhhugs   just followed  you sexy !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuune!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: well WE did good then huh Draz!!!! 

trisha_29: my theme song!!!!! lol 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo baby !!!!!!....lol 

trisha_29: ready or not baby here i come................. 
dirtyrpgirl: go babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

 

 

Lady Lena and Gabriela92 

Lady Lena: walks around a cage, peers inside...  

Gabriela92: need a tour, Lena? hee, hee. 

Lady Lena: Coming from you, how could I go wrong ?  

Gabriela92: hops off my stool and wanders over to the cage where Lena is investigating 

cowboy78_13: watching the ladies jaw is dropping lol  

Gabriela92: swings to door open and dramatically curtsies, motioning Lena to check out 

the interior. 



Lady Lena: sets the drink down, turns to watch Gabriela....and steps into the cage.....moves around  

Sasha_J79: *peeks into the massage rooms to see if anyone who specializes in foot rubs 

is on duty* 

Gabriela92: follows Lena into the cage and pulls the door shut behind us... 

Lady Lena: looks back, smiles.....runs a hand along the bars  

D r a z: smiles watching as the girls get used to  the cage  

mylstoknowhere: gets me a seat closer to the cage  

Gabriela92: stands behind Lena, resting my hands on the upper curve of her hips, just 

below the waist.... 

Lady Lena: turns back to look, then looks out....starts a slow sway of the hips  

Gabriela92: returns my hand to Lena's hip 

D r a z: smiles watching the hips sway to the sax.....wailing  

Gabriela92: looks down and tries to match Lena's motion and pace.... 

Lady Lena: reaches for a bar, continues the slow sway  

Gabriela92: shuffles my feet in a little closer, until there's barely any distance between 

my tummy and her sweet round tushy... 

Lady Lena: turns to face Gabi, reaches to touch her hip and starts another rock of the hips to the 

tue  

D r a z: watches those hips sway and undulate   to  the beat  

Gabriela92: lets Lena spin around, then returns my hands to the hips... 

Lady Lena: runs the hand along her side, up to her face..under her chin, then back again...  

Gabriela92: leans in a bit, feeling her sweet, warm breath on my face 

Lady Lena: moves to the tune, slides to her side, hand gliding along her side  

Gabriela92: swings a little, bumping hips... 

mylstoknowhere: watching the caged dancers intently 

Lady Lena: moves behind her, turns to hip bump her  

Lady Lena: moves around to the other side, hand again caresses over her body...  

Gabriela92: backs our backsides together, letting the fabric of our clothes graze across 

each other's buns... 

Lady Lena: spins and moves in front of her, presses back and grinds slightly with her  

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis a few times into Lena's tush... 

Gabriela92: lets my hands fall a little further down Lena's legs... 

Lady Lena: looks back, smiles and continues with the little grind  

Gabriela92: then back up again 

D r a z: grins watching the suggestive moves of  the hips and the hands ] 

Lady Lena: reaches back, slides the hand over hip hip, then up and down the leg  

Gabriela92: down again, then strums the back of Lena's bare thighs with my fingertips, a 

few inches below the hem of her skirt... 

Gabriela92: then the outsides... 

Sasha_J79: *leans back, watching the cage* This is much better  

Gabriela92: the back of the legs again... 

Lady Lena: spins around, moves closer, leans in and lightly brushes over her breasts with mine, a 

hand again moving up and down her side  



Gabriela92: reaches for the front of Lena's top, fingers trembling.... 

Lady Lena: slides around to her butt, lightly squeezes and circles upon it  

Gabriela92: looks into her eyes for a reaction as I fumble with the top button... 

Lady Lena: holds for her, watches and smiles.....starts on the bottom button and works up  

mylstoknowhere: growlsssss under my bresth as the caged ladies feel out each others 

bodies 

D r a z: smilers as i watch the girls  

Gabriela92: looks down as I undo the second and third buttons... 

Lady Lena: meets her fingers midway and pauses  

Gabriela92: seeing her sweet, full cleavage appearing... 

Lady Lena: starts on her top, working from bottom up till her top is loosened  

D r a z: wink sat th e girls  as i see their moves  as they move against each other  

Gabriela92: drags the back of my hand slowly down Lena's chest, from her throat over 

the curve of her bust.... 

Lady Lena: slides the top from her shoulders, a finger travels along the outline of her breasts  

Gabriela92: closes my eyes momentarily, taking a quick breath involuntarily.... 

Sasha_J79: *stretches my legs out, getting more comfortable on the table* 

Lady Lena: watches the reaction, my own heart is thumping in my chest with her touch  

Gabriela92: pushes Lena's top off her shoulders, too, and moves closer, letting the cups 

of our pretty bras touch.... 

Lady Lena: drags the finger along her chest, then pulls the top off and drops it to the cell floor  

D r a z: shouting .............to  the girls........ take it off  ..take medown    

Lady Lena: looks into her eyes, moves slightly against her breasts, and feels my nipples start to 

stiffen from feeling hers rub on mne  

mylstoknowhere: wooohooooo  

Gabriela92: leans further forward, softly kissing Lena's neck, just below her right ear... 

Gabriela92: kisses forward along her jawline to her chin.... 

Gabriela92: then up to her soft, inviting mouth... 

Lady Lena: turns and tilts my head, eyes close as she continues  

Gabriela92: feeling our lips slightly stick as the lip glosses converge.... 

Lady Lena: looks into her eyes, smiles...lightly brushes my lips to hers  

Will 158: <smiles , a bead of sweat forming on my fore head as I watch the ladies>  

Gabriela92: licks the smooth, tender surface... 

Gabriela92: pries her mouth open with the tip of my tongue... 

Lady Lena: turns to kiss again, barely making contact with her glossed lips while my hand cups a 

breast  

Lady Lena: opens willingly, meets her tongue with mine...  

Gabriela92: lightly grazes the front of her teeth, then lets our tongue dance wetly and 

frantically together... 

Lady Lena: the tongue snakes a hers...then another kiss is offered, this one a bit more passionate  

tigerzjill: i find a place to sit  

mylstoknowhere: pats a seat next to me wink 

Gabriela92: slides one hand up Lena's back, between her shoulder blades, then inserts 

my fingers into her soft hair, pressing her face tightly to mine with gentle pressure. 



Sasha_J79: Try the massage tables, Jill! lol 

mylstoknowhere: cant get any closer than this jill wink 

Gabriela92: my other hand moving down her back to the waistband of her skirt.... 

Gabriela92: finding the single button there... 

Lady Lena: my hand caresses her face, then as I move to her..the other glides along her side and 

back  

Gabriela92: popping it open, then clasping the zipper tab.... 

Gabriela92: flips it up... 

Lady Lena: turns for her and starts a sway of the hips.....fingers on the hem of the skirt as I give it a 

little tug...  

mylstoknowhere: sexy as hell !!! 

Gabriela92: slowly lowers it, opening the zipper... 

Lady Lena: tugs again...feels it start to work down the hips...  

Gabriela92: turns her back to the audience, letting them see her panties as they're 

exposed from the enlarging "V" of the parting zipper... 

Lady Lena: continues with the slow roll, the black sheer panties coming more and more into view  

D r a z: smileswatching   the V widen  

Gabriela92: slips my hands along the waistband to each hip....pushing the skirt over 

Lena's hips... 

Lady Lena: gives a little roll and wiggle, feels the skirt fall from my hips to the floor  

D r a z: pulls  sashas toes  as   lena 's skirt hits  the floor 

Gabriela92: slides my hands down to the bottom of Lena's firm, round buns, letting my 

fingertips trace the junction line where they meet her legs, from outside to inside... 

Gabriela92: back and forth several times... 

Lady Lena: holds for Gabri, the touch of her fingers has my head tilting back, a little moan comes 

out  

Lady Lena: runs a hand along my side, to my butt and I circle slowly on it  

Gabriela92: lays my hands on top of Lena's, guiding them as they caress her own sweet 

rear end... 

Lady Lena: sways a little faster to the tune, feels her hands glide over my butt...then squeeze  

D r a z: watches   the fingers   and the hot butts  as  the girls dance 

Gabriela92: guides them around her hips, then releases them to undo my own skirt... 

Lady Lena: moves to her side...one hand helping loosen the skirt, the the tugging slowly to bring it 

down her hips...  

Gabriela92: shimmies a little to make it slide off my butt and fall to the floor.. 

Gabriela92: lays my palms and fingertips on the front of Lena's legs... 

Gabriela92: pointing downward... 

Lady Lena: glides a hand on her lovely round butt.....and caresses it, swaying around her and 

pausing before her  

Gabriela92: slowly drags them upward, drumming and strumming the soft skin... 

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls ............ in the cage  

Lady Lena: reaches to unclasp her bra, slides each strap from her shoulders...  

Lady Lena: runs the fingertip again along the outline of her breasts, pauses to brush upon each 

nipple  



Gabriela92: takes a deep breath, knowing I'll soon be released and free, and vulnerable 

to Lena's touch... 

Gabriela92: steps back slightly to let the bra fall down between us... 

Lady Lena: watches her eyes, slides the bra from her body and drops it to the floor  

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down Lena's side, from her panties to her ribcage and 

back... 

Lady Lena: a hand runs slowly upon her chest, lightly cups a breast and leans to kiss on it  

Gabriela92: reaches for the front clasp of Lena's bra... pops it free... 

Lady Lena: shrugs the shoulders and pulls it free,tosses it aside  

Gabriela92: lightly slides my thumbs from her cleavage outward across her breasts, 

gliding across her nipples... 

RocketManFL: sits at bar watching goings on  

tigerzjill: slides back in a couch watching the sexy show in the cage  

Lady Lena: moves closer to Gabri, barely making contact with her breasts, feeling my nipples stiffen 

as each brushes upon hers  

Gabriela92: shudders at the contact.. 

Gabriela92: can't stop myself from leaning into her slightly... 

Lady Lena: my eye close as well...and I can feel a tingle shoot through my body  

Gabriela92: slowly sways, grazing the breasts across one another, side to side... 

Lady Lena: my hands rest on her waist, as I move closer, rock slowly with her  

Gabriela92: strokes her hips, up and down.... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the leg openings of Lena's panties and swings them 

side to side, stroking the front of her legs... 

Lady Lena: my hand moves along her side, again caresses a breast, a finger from the other hand 

runs at random on her other breast  

Sasha_J79: *watching Gabriela closely* 

Lady Lena: holds for a moment, then my hand hooks the waistband of her panties and slowly works 

it lower  

Gabriela92: raises my arms overhead as Lena undresses me completely... 

Lady Lena: continues to lower the panties....kneels before her and raises each foot to remove her 

panties  

Gabriela92: stands before Lena and the room in nothing but shoes and jewelry.... 

Lady Lena: inhales her scent from the panties....lays them aside and stands again, hooks my panties 

and works them down as well  

D r a z: winks at gabri 

Gabriela92: slightly self-conscious, but also extremely invigorated... 

Renee d: Omg Gabby 

mylstoknowhere: stares at gabri grinning 

Lady Lena: bends over to push them to the floor and steps from them...toes them and flips them 

away  

mylstoknowhere: wooohoooo lena smiling 

Gabriela92: steps forward and embraces Lena, our naked skin merging... 

Gabriela92: dances closely 

Lady Lena: my arms drape around her neck as we dance  



D r a z: watches the girls as they dance close ..  

Gabriela92: hands roaming over soft, smooth, supple, firm flesh.... 

Lady Lena: leans to again lightly brush upon those lovely glossed lips  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss what a dance hmm? 

Gabriela92: presses my mouth and the rest of me tight against Lena... 

Lady Lena: my hands run along her spine, down to her butt....then each hand cups her butt  

Sasha_J79: *scoots myself up on the table for a better view* 

Gabriela92: shakes my backside in Lena's grip... 

Lady Lena: I press to Gabri as we keep moving....gives her butt a squeeze  

mylstoknowhere: wiggles my hip closer to you as we watch 

mylstoknowhere: hi hello rachel & wb 

Gabriela92: kisses down Lena's neck.... 

Lady Lena: moves with her, turns so the audience can see her lovely butt as we both sway to the 

tune  

Renee d: such a cute tushy 

Gabriela92: licks her collarbones from the shoulder in to the middle, then out to the other 

shoulder.... 

RocketManFL: leans to side to get better view of gabri'ssexy butt  

D r a z: such a beautiful sight   

Lady Lena: continues the slow spin....sways my butt to the audience and drops the head back to let 

another little moan sound  

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward at the waist, looking back over my shoulder at Rocket 

and smiling as I shake my buns at him... 

Lady Lena: kisses along her shoulder....up to nibble upon her ear  

RocketManFL: smiles back at gabri  

Gabriela92: turns my head to the side, exposing more of my neck to Lena's mouth... 

Lady Lena: pushes her sweet smelling hair to oene side....kisses along her neck  

Lady Lena: nibbles lightly up and down....up to her ear  

Gabriela92: my hands finding her breasts and gently weighing their soft flesh in my 

palms and fingers.... 

Lady Lena: runs the tip of the tongue along her neck....and kisses again  

Renee d: Is it getting hot on here? 

Lady Lena: returns the favor, gasping as she caresses and squeezes upon my breasts  

Sasha_J79: *steals an ice cube and runs it across my forehead* 

Gabriela92: slowly moves myself behind Lena and turns to face her, pressing the front of 

my pelvis into her sexy butt... 

Gabriela92: reaches around and runs my hands up and down her chest and tummy... 

Gabriela92: caressing the front of Lena's sexy body much as I do my own when I'm all 

alone.... 

Lady Lena: looks back and upon feeling her, I move against her, let my head fall back as a hand 

runs on my leg  

Renee d: Bites my lip as i cant stop watching 

Lady Lena: my hand glides higher....finds its way between my legs....and with my body being 

charged up with her touch, I lightly rock upon my hand  



Gabriela92: lets my fingers explore dangerously close to forbidden secrets, but not 

wanting to break the rules... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh myyyyyy 

Lady Lena: keeps contact with her..my hand pauses....then slowly glides back and forth  

Sasha_J79: *slides up on the table, pulling at my skirt to cover my thighs* 

Lady Lena: my breasts heave with each breath.....her touch has my body on fire  

mylstoknowhere: hips bumps jill and says damn this is hotttttttt 

Gabriela92: fingertips feeling just the slightest of razor stubble as they graze the small 

rises between Lena's legs... my mind aching to be even more intimate... 

D r a z: smiles and walks to the cage  

D r a z: and holds out two robes  

Gabriela92: smiles at Draz, nodding my understanding... 

Gabriela92: reaches through the bars... 

Lady Lena: steps away....  

D r a z: smile and open s the cage  

mylstoknowhere: stands and APPLAUDS with WOOT WOOTS  to the lovely dancers 

Lady Lena: reaches as well....  

Gabriela92: slips on the robe and lays the cincture over itself into a loose loop 

Lady Lena: helps Gabri with the robe, ties the belt around her waist  

Sasha_J79: * Gonna need a drink here...and better make it a double! lol 

Lady Lena: drapes the robe around me, secures the belt, and steps from the cage, turns to ofer 

Gabri a hand  

Gabriela92: reaches for Lena's hand with a smile, then pulls her arm toward me to 

embrace her in a final kiss. 

Lady Lena: more than willingly kisses with her,....and embraces her with a very deep hug  

Sasha_J79: sheeesh, i can't even type after that...LOL 

Gabriela92: Loved it, Lena! Thank you!!! 
D r a z: great dance you two 

Lady Lena: thank you everyone  

mylstoknowhere: thank you Gabri & lena 

RocketManFL: woots for gabri and lena, ty ty  

 

 

Gabriela92 

Gabriela92: I'm not sure the neck of the tequila bottle is wide enough for you, Duck.... I 

guess we'll just have to do shots instead. 

D r a z: wipes  the bar right down ....clearing it of all things  

paveduck: pours gabi a shot, then one for himself 

Gabriela92: licks the curve between my thumb and index finger, and sprinkles on the 

salt.... 

Gabriela92: holds the lime wedge in the left hand, and the shot glass in the right... 



paveduck: mirrors gabi ... ready to down the shot 

Gabriela92: licks the salt, tosses back the shot, shakes my head with a shudder and a 

pucker, and slams the lime wedge into my teeth, sucking the tart juice out as I bite 

down. 

paveduck: duplicates gabi's moves ... but slightly slower as i'm mirroring her and i'm not 

left-handed 

Gabriela92: thinks she'd better switch to margaritas, so as to dilute the tequila 

somewhat. 

Gabriela92: that song is about someone else, I think, Duck! 

Gabriela92: slides off my stools and moseys over to the dance floor, swaying in the dim 

lights to the bluesy song.... 

Gabriela92: lolling my head side to side, letting my hair fall over my shoulders.... 

paveduck: turns and faces the dance floor ... watching 

D r a z: watches gabri as she slides in the lights  

Gabriela92: arms swinging loosely... 

Gabriela92: feet moving randomly on the polished white oak planks.... 

Sasha_J79: *stirring my drink with my finger as I watch Gabriela* 

Gabriela92: raises my hands to my collarbones.... 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips slowly to the beat... 

Gabriela92: turning around in a fixed spot on the floor... 

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips drift slowly down my upper arms.... 

Gabriela92: down the forearms.... 

xx-bobo-xx: turns round to watch gabie 

Sasha_J79: *shifts in my seat, taking a drink as I watch the dancefloor* 

Gabriela92: coming to rest on my tummy, just below the bustline... 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up and down on my ribbed tank top, from just under my 

breasts down to my belt.... 

D r a z: smiles watchin  the very sexy gabri 

Mark57quiet1: oh to be 22 again. 

Gabriela92: drags the thumbs along the top of my jeans, from the center out toward each 

hip... 

paveduck: poetry in motion 

Gabriela92: then runs my hands down the outer seam from hip to thigh... 

Gabriela92: up and down several times.... 

Gabriela92: sliding the hands to the back of the legs.... 

Gabriela92: moving upwards, cupping my buns... 

Gabriela92: spreading the fingers, then giving each cheek a deep, firm squeeze.... 

Gabriela92: slowly gyrating the hips all the while... 

Gabriela92: then lightly drumming the song's rhythm on my backside.... 

Gabriela92: as I shift my hips left and right.... 

paveduck: hypnotic 

D r a z: watching as the hands slap  ,.mesmerised by the hiops rythmn 

Mark57quiet1: trying not to stare.. 



Gabriela92: rests open hands on my belt at the hips, thumbs to the back, fingers to the 

front... 

Gabriela92: swaying and swiveling my pelvis to the blues... 

Gabriela92: a mix of figures 8's and ovals.... 

D r a z: smiles as gabri  moves seductively ina nd out and round an dround  

Gabriela92: grasps the ribbed fabric of the tank top just above my belt.... 

Gabriela92: slowly tugs it out of the jeans.... 

Gabriela92: rolls it under itself, tucking the shirttail under the bottom edge of my bra, 

exposing my tummy and lower back.... 

paveduck: mmmmmm 

Sasha_J79: oh my 

Gabriela92: momentarily fondles the little faux pearl of my belly-button pendant, then 

runs the tip of my index finger around the edge of my navel.... 

D r a z: smikles watching the sexy ripling tummy  

Sasha_J79: what a sexy tummy 

paveduck: is it me, or is it getting warm in here? 

Gabriela92: puts the same finger deeply into my mouth, puckering my glossy lips around 

it and slowly drawing it out, shiny with my saliva.... 

Gabriela92: drags the finger down the center of my chin... 

D r a z: turnsthe fans up  

Gabriela92: down my throat and neck.... 

Gabriela92: between my collarbones.... 

Gabriela92: down my sternum to the scoop neckline of my tank top..... 

Gabriela92: momentarily hooks the fabric and stretches it downward, flashing a little 

cleavage.. 

paveduck: definitely getting warm 

paveduck: in here 

Gabriela92: then releases it, and continues down between my breasts, across the 

fabric.... 

Gabriela92: down the bare skin of my tummy to the navel again... 

Gabriela92: touches the fingertip in my belly button... 

Gabriela92: turns it left and right like a screwdriver several times... 

D r a z:  smiles wawatching the route of the fingertips 

Gabriela92: places both hands flat on the bare tummy, fingers pointing toward the 

center... 

Gabriela92: runs them up and down.... 

Gabriela92: ever so slowly... 

littlemisspatty: great tunes draz  

Sasha_J79: *sucks an ice cube out of my glass, watching closely* 

Gabriela92: tucks my thumbs into the waistband of the jeans... 

reforger2002: nice gabs 

Gabriela92: pushes them down an inch or so in the front... 

littlemisspatty: gabriela is really getting into it 

Gabriela92: pulls out the free end of my belt.... 



Gabriela92: tugs the end to unhook the buckle arm... 

Gabriela92: grabs the buckle... pulls... 

D r a z:  smiles watching the  fingers  

reforger2002: go gabs go gabs 

Gabriela92: feels the leather as it encircles my waist, slowly being drawn around me... 

Gabriela92: holds the buckle in one hand, striding across the dance floor, swinging the 

free end vertically....  

Gabriela92: bringing it down with a "snap" on a nearby table... 

Sasha_J79: wooooo! 

Gabriela92: holds the buckle in front of me in one hand, then reaches around back and 

between my legs to grab the other end, pulling it between my legs and behind me... 

paveduck: swallows hard (to keep from drooling) 

Gabriela92: pulls the belt taut, running between my legs... 

reforger2002: she's so hot ... 

Gabriela92: slides the stretched belt forward and back across the crotch of my jeans, 

slowly, several times.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  the belt  over the crotch  

paveduck: mentally reminds self: look, don't touch 

Gabriela92: then holds the belt taut and stationary, and rocks my hips to slide my jeans 

back and forth on the stretched leather.... 

reforger2002: new version of stropping right there 

Gabriela92: changing pace from slow to fast and back again... 

RocketManFL: slapping bar top in time with beat  

Gabriela92: pulls the belt slowly forward between my legs, finally releasing it from the 

hand behind me... 

Gabriela92: re-grabs it in front, stretching it across my bare tummy.... 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri as teases so well in her dance  

Gabriela92: sliding it lightly across the skin.... 

Sasha_J79: good LORD *fans myself* 

Gabriela92: hips gyrating in ovals and 8's again.... 

paveduck: sasha, send some of that cooling breeze this way 

littlemisspatty: to be that young again 

Sasha_J79: no way, I need all I can get 

reforger2002: Mr D kick up the A/C  please ... 

Gabriela92: stretches the belt vertically, the buckle at chest level, the free end up over 

my head.... 

paveduck: that lava flow in hawaii has nothing on gabi's dance 

Gabriela92: puts the buckle near my chin...  

Gabriela92: the rest of the belt above my head.... 

Gabriela92: leans my head forward... 

D r a z: places water bottles on the bar  for anyone wants one  

littlemisspatty: yesss draz please 

paveduck: thanks draz 



Gabriela92: slowly drags the length of the belt downward, my tongue extending to lick 

the entire length of the leather... 

paveduck: takes a long draw on the water bottle 

Gabriela92: flicks my tongue a few times on the end as it reaches my mouth.... 

Gabriela92: puts the end of the belt in my mouth and closes my lips around it.... 

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyyyyyyyyy squirms as Gabri flicks her tounge  

Gabriela92: bobs my head several times, letting the leather plunge in and out, getting 

wettened with my saliva.... 

mylstoknowhere: oooooooooh myyyyyyyyyy 

Gabriela92: walks over to Myls' seat....  

RocketManFL: bead of swaet breaks our on forehead  

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssssssss 

Gabriela92: extends the wet end... painting his cheek  and jawline with the belt..... 

RocketManFL: watches Gabri' scat-like moves as she approaches myls  

mylstoknowhere: sticks chin out  

Gabriela92: sits on Myls' near knee.... 

mylstoknowhere: places hand on hip 

Gabriela92: grinds my jeans into his upper leg.... 

Gabriela92: loops the belt over his head like a leash.... 

Gabriela92: pulls his face close.... 

mylstoknowhere: like the song is singin c'mon c'mon c'mon baby 

Gabriela92: licks his throat, very wetly.... 

RocketManFL: ah myyyyyyyyy  

mylstoknowhere: raises chin 

Gabriela92: then down again, placing a kiss on his collarbone.... 

RocketManFL: << shifts on bar stool  so that things are less restrained  

Gabriela92: lets go of the belt and runs my fingers up into my hair, lifting it off my 

shoulders.... 

RocketManFL: checks out gabri's sexy shoulders  

mylstoknowhere: eyes go down and watch her chest expand 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis several times, scooting myself up myls' leg a few inches.... 

Harold_Rarius: sips a cold one...and enjoy the view 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrinssssss 

mylstoknowhere: & grrrrrrrrowlssss with each scoot 

Gabriela92: swings my outside leg around, to face outward on his other leg... 

Gabriela92: leans back, rubbing my shoulder blades into his chest, and reaching back 

around his neck... 

Gabriela92: pulls his head down to my shoulder and shimmies against his face.... 

mylstoknowhere: nuzzles ur neck running nose up to ur ear and breathin in deeply 

mmmmmmm  

Gabriela92: releases his head and stands, exaggeratedly swinging my hips as I move a 

few steps away.... 

mylstoknowhere: woot woots applauds the sexxxxxxxxxxy dancer 

Gabriela92: sashays over to Duck.... 



paveduck: big grin on his beak 

RocketManFL: feathers bout to be ruffled, lol  

Gabriela92: stands before him... 

Harold_Rarius: watches that swinging hip..smiles.. 

Gabriela92: hips swaying left and right... 

paveduck: smiles, looking up at the ever so sexy gabi 

paveduck: hypnotized by the sway of her hips 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up my torso, from jeans to shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: and back down again..... 

Gabriela92: hands move to the center... 

Gabriela92: unbuttoning the jeans.... 

paveduck: eyes following gabi's hands as they trace across her body 

D r a z: grins watching gabri ............... tease so well 

Sasha_J79: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: moves closer to Duck.... 

paveduck: staring intently 

Gabriela92: reaches for his hand..... 

paveduck: feels gabi's hand take mine 

Gabriela92: takes his index finger and thumb.... 

Gabriela92: places them on the zipper tab... 

paveduck: takes the zipper in my fingers 

D r a z: watches the zippper 

Gabriela92: pushes his hand slowly toward the floor... 

paveduck: watches his hand slowly unzip gabi's jeans 

Gabriela92: steps back a couple feet.... 

mylstoknowhere: feels lump in his throat  tries to clear without distubing anyone  

Gabriela92: folds open the front of the jeans, exposing the lemon-yellow panties inside... 

paveduck: watches the "V" in gabi's jeans asher hips move 

Gabriela92: rolls the jean's waistband down one turn, showing the panties' waistband all 

the way around..... 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and sips his beer.. 

Gabriela92: lays my arms across the top of my head and slowly turns as I sway to the 

music... 

mylstoknowhere: damn sooooo sooooooo hawttttttttt & sexxxxxxxxy 

Sasha_J79: *stretches out in 

RocketManFL: let me know if ya need help tucking in, winks  

mylstoknowhere: sweet dreams patty 

Harold_Rarius: Hello sasha...smiles  

D r a z: grining as we watch gabri seduce us all   

paveduck: decides he really likes the color yellow 

Gabriela92: reaches down to the bottom of my bustline, tugging out the tank top and 

peeling it up and over my head, leaving my chest covered only in the bright yellow bra 

that matches my panties..... 

mylstoknowhere: wooot woootssssss 0_0 



Gabriela92: saunters over to Bobo and drapes the tank top over his head.... 

paveduck: oh, a souvenier 

RocketManFL: smile grow the closer gabri gets  

RocketManFL: feels gabris hands take hold of mine  

Gabriela92: bends his index fingers into hooks..... 

RocketManFL: smilng  

RocketManFL: winks  

RocketManFL: hooks ready to go  

Gabriela92: inserts them into the belt loops at the hips of my jeans.... 

RocketManFL: hooks gabri 's belt loops  

Gabriela92: lays the rest of his fingers flat on my hips.... 

RocketManFL: other fingers lie abit onto waist  

RocketManFL: looks directly into gabri's eyes, smiles  

Gabriela92: slithers slowly up and down, letting Rocket's hands follow my movements.... 

RocketManFL: every nerve on extra sensitive  

Harold_Rarius: Thanks Draz.. 

Gabriela92: stands between Rocket's legs, bumping the insides of them with my hips as I 

sway.... 

RocketManFL: hands on gabri's hips as they sway and swing  

RocketManFL: eyes the boutniful yellow in front of me  

RocketManFL: opens legs aslightly to give gabri room but not too much room  

Gabriela92: leans forward a little, placing my hands on Rocket's thighs.... 

RocketManFL: feels gabri's hands on thighs, jeans getting tighter  

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders, making my breasts jiggle right before his eyes.... 

RocketManFL: << swallows hard to control drool  

Gabriela92: swings one leg, then the other, over Rocket's legs, straddling his lap, facing 

inwards.... 

Gabriela92: scoots in close.... 

RocketManFL: hands go to gabri's waist to stabalize her on lap  

RocketManFL: dont want you to slip n fall dear, now do we?  

Gabriela92: leans forward, letting my bra cups touch the front of Rocket's shirt.... 

RocketManFL: feels gabri's boobs crush against chest  

Gabriela92: sways side to side a little, rubbing the fabric... 

tigerzjill: smlies and sits on myls lap watching the dance 

RocketManFL: my hand glides up miidle of her back  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips forward and back a little.... 

RocketManFL: mmmmm Gabri's rocking feels wonderful, awakening  

mylstoknowhere: smylsss at jill places hand on hip whew Gabs is hottttttt tonite 

Gabriela92: stretches my hands up overhead, and dramatically falls backwards, placing 

my hands on the floor and doing a reverse walkover back to my feet.... 

RocketManFL: Gabri is verrrrrrry hot  

tigerzjill: looks back and smiles...she is always hot 

D r a z: gabri is on fire  

RocketManFL: wow, what a move  



Sasha_J79: she sure is 

RocketManFL: whooo hoooooo  

RocketManFL: claps  

Gabriela92: struts over to Harold... 

Harold_Rarius: stops looking at gabri.. 

Gabriela92: stands in front of him and turns my back, looking back over my shoulder... 

Gabriela92: pushes the bra strap slowly down off that shoulder.... 

Harold_Rarius: sips his beer and smiles watching Gabri 

Gabriela92: backs in a little closer... 

Gabriela92: turns my head to look back over the other shoulder... 

Gabriela92: pushes that strap slowly off, too. 

Gabriela92: holds the bra cups in place with my hands, preventing a rules violation... 

RocketManFL: circualtes a petition to suspend rules  

tigerzjill: squirms in myls lap watching Gabriela 

Gabriela92: lays my arms across my chest... 

RocketManFL: only temporarily of course  

Phedre: lol good luck Rocket..... i'd sign the petition, but i've forgotten how to write 

RocketManFL: hey nothing ventured nothing gained  

Gabriela92: slips the straps back up onto my shoulders.... 

Harold_Rarius: watches every move closely as the lovely dancer captivates everyone's attention  

Gabriela92: squirms my way over to Sasha's seat.... 

Sasha_J79: *smiles and sits up straight in my chair* 

Gabriela92: backs up towards her... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the back waistband of the jeans.... 

Gabriela92: shifts my hips left and right to the beat.... 

Harold_Rarius: watches very closely...This is such a treat...gabi on sasha... 

Sasha_J79: *wiggles in my seat to Gabi's hips* 

Gabriela92: slowly pushes the jeans down the smooth, round curves of my tushy... just 

past the bottom edge of the panties.... 

Gabriela92: swaying left and right.... 

D r a z: woo hoo gabri  

RocketManFL: clapping  

tigerzjill: mesmerized 

Gabriela92: letting a little more skin show.... 

Sasha_J79: *whimpers softly at the gorgeous tushy in front of me* 

Gabriela92: drops the jeans to the bottom edge of my backside and slowly backs closer 

and closer to Sasha..... 

RocketManFL: temperature innversely proportional to lower jeans  

tigerzjill: heeh rocket 

Gabriela92: until I feel my bare skin lightly graze across the fabric on the front of her 

top.... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooh myyyyy heehee poor sasha winks 

Sasha_J79: *brushes my chest slowly over the tush* 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on Sasha's knees, grinding slowly into her.... 



Gabriela92: squeezing her thighs between my thumb and fingers... 

Sasha_J79: *leans up and closer to her* 

mylstoknowhere: hi helloooo trish hugssssssssss ( watchin Gabri wink ) 

Gabriela92: reaches back for Sasha's hands, and moves them lightly up and down the 

sides of my torso, from ribs to hips.... 

Gabriela92: then slightly around the front, moving from just under the bra down to the 

front of the panties, and back up again.... 

Sasha_J79: *looking up at her, letting my nails veryl lightly drag over her skin* 

Gabriela92: closes my eyes momentarily, lost in the moment and the thrill of being 

caressed in front of all the customers... 

RocketManFL: sees he lust in sasha's eyes  

Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees to face Sasha... 

Gabriela92: leans in and kisses her softly on the cheek, smiling.... 

Gabriela92: pulls my jeans back up, fastening the button and zipping back up.... 

Sasha_J79: *grinning wide and giving her a kiss on the cheek of my own* 

D r a z: winks at gabri    

Gabriela92: dances my way back over to where the dearly-departed Bobo was seated, 

finding my tank top on the floor when he was disintegrated by the bounce.... 

RocketManFL: lol  

mylstoknowhere: places hand over jill's ear and HOOOTSSSSSSS & HOLLERS 

WOOOOOOOOHOOOOOO Gabi !!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: stretches the top over my head and slips my arms through the openings.... 

Harold_Rarius: applauds wow... 

Sasha_J79: *squirming back into my chair, taking a sip of my drink* 

Gabriela92: where did I leave that belt? 

Harold_Rarius: Great show Gabi 

Sasha_J79: woohoooooo!!!! 

trisha_29: damn i missed a good show 

RocketManFL: here ya go gabri  

D r a z: stands and hollers ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,BRAVO BRAVO 

trisha_29: hi td 

mylstoknowhere: right Gabs i have it grinssssss 

tigerzjill: claps....sorry i missed most of it 

Gabriela92: ah, thanks, Rocket. 

mylstoknowhere: right here * 

Gabriela92: ty, ty.... 

RocketManFL: claps, woo hooo gabri  

Sasha_J79: *excuses myself to the ladies room* If I'm not back in 20 minutes...don't 

come looking for me 

RocketManFL: blows kisses, outstanding gabri, outstanding  

Phedre: woohooo Gabriela 

Sasha_J79: LOL 

Gabriela92: takes a slow, deep bow as I thread the still-damp belt end through the loops 

of my jeans. 



Gabriela92 + tigerzjill + kelli- 
 

kelli-: pulls it steadily 

Sasha_J79: sits back, watching out of the corner of my eye 

tigerzjill: blushes and lets kelli pull  

kelli-: get up from my chair and holds out my hands to Jill 

D r a z:  take it off and take me down  

kelli-: smiles 

tigerzjill: staring at kelli i let it slip off my shoulders and down my arms  

tigerzjill: taking her hands  

kelli-: pulls you to your feet 

Gabriela92: succumbs to the power of suggestion, and starts to unbutton my blouse, too. 

kelli-: walks us behind Gab and helps her with her blouse 

Gabriela92: lets my arms fall straight down to make it easier for Kelli 

dennis_342: checks for any of kellis clothes 

kelli-: pulls it off your arms 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders a little, letting it slip over my wrists and hands 

Sasha_J79: well, guess I shouldn't be the only one still fully clothed *starts unbuttoning* 

kelli-: pulls it off 

tigerzjill: smiles as i look at gabriela and kelli  

Gabriela92: glances back over shoulder at Kelli, smiling 

kelli-: pulls gab to her feet 

Gabriela92: slips off the stool to the floor, following Kelli 

kelli-: snaps my fingers to the beat 

Gabriela92: shuffles rhythmically to the dance floor... 

Sasha_J79: or maybe I shouldn't *buttons it quickly* 

Sasha_J79: lol 

tigerzjill: smiles as i start to sway to the boot scoot boogie  

kelli-: get it off sasha 

kelli-: sways with Jill 

Gabriela92: slide-steps twice right, twice left... 

kelli-: arms around her waist 

kelli-: Gab knows what she's doing.. I fake it 

tigerzjill: wraps my arm around Gabriela  

Gabriela92: quarter turn left... two steps back... 

kelli-: arms high .. spins flairing the robe 

Gabriela92: slide left, slide left, slide left... 

kelli-: watching the others  

tigerzjill: feels sooo alive dancing in my lil black bra  

Gabriela92: half turn... 

tigerzjill: spinning around  

Gabriela92: three slides right... 

tigerzjill: swaying to the music  

tigerzjill: hehe no idea what i am doing  



Gabriela92: three cha chas forward... 

kelli-: does my own thing to the beat 

Sasha_J79: *tapping my fingers on my thigh as I watch* 

D r a z: taps toes and heels to  the beat 

kelli-: leans forward and shakes my ass at Draz 

kelli-: hands high with my back arched 

dennis_342: sits at bar with draz watching the girls 

D r a z: smiles watching  

kelli-: robe moving with my body about 1/2 a beat behind 

Gabriela92: leans right...shimmies shoulders... 

kelli-: spins .. letting the robe fly high  

Gabriela92: stand up... leans left... shimmies.... 

Gabriela92: bends forward and claps.... 

kelli-: move beside Gab and bumps hips 

Gabriela92: leans back and claps again... 

Gabriela92: reaches my hands overhead as Kelli and I bump... 

kelli-: move to Jill and holds her hand dancing  

Sasha_J79: *runs up to the bar for another drink* 

Gabriela92: snapping fingers.... 

Gabriela92: slithers into a knee bend as the song ends... 

tigerzjill: holding kellis hand smliing big  

kelli-: YEAH .. here we go 

Gabriela92: bumps the hips exaggeratedly left and right... 

kelli-: ready Jill 

kelli-: left left left right left 

tigerzjill: i think so  

tigerzjill: shaking my hips  

kelli-: copies Jill  

tigerzjill: hands on my hips  

kelli-: robe swaying 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

D r a z: watches those badonkadonks  

kelli-: yeah Jill 

tigerzjill: blows a kiss at Draz smiling  

kelli-: leans forward shaking my ass 

Gabriela92: mouths the words as I slowly spin and grind the hips.... 

D r a z: catches  the kiss and slips it in my pocket 

kelli-: licks my lips at draz 

kelli-: grins wide 

tigerzjill: moves behind Gabriela bumping against her  

Sasha_J79: *whistles at the ladies* 

tigerzjill: hands slide to her hips  

kelli-: moves behind Jill.. arms around her waist 

tigerzjill: spins around  



Gabriela92: backs into Jill, rubbing my tushy against her.... 

kelli-: facing Jill 

kelli-: runs my hands up her bare ribs 

tigerzjill: lets out a soft moan  

kelli-: pulls Jill close .. dirty dancing  

tigerzjill: wraps my arms around kelli  

Gabriela92: turns around and lifts my bra cups, leaning into Jill and rubbing the fabric 

and flesh into her shoulder blades.... 

kelli-: finds the button on her pants 

tigerzjill: grinding my hips against her suggestively  

Gabriela92: I think Kelli and I will both admit we've gotten better as we've done it more. 

kelli-: I know I have.. I don't see Gab much but I'm sure we all improve with practice 

kelli-: slips the waist  off your hips 

tigerzjill: mmm feels gabriela behind me  

tigerzjill: leaning back  

tigerzjill: watching kelli  

tigerzjill: wiggles my hips for her  

kelli-: lets the pants drop and helps you step out of them 

tigerzjill: blushinggggggggggggg  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: holds your hands, lifts them as we dance 

kelli-: be free 

tigerzjill: feels like everyone is staring at my lil black boy shorts  

kelli-: they are .. so what? 

Gabriela92: reaches my hands down, and slowly drags my fingertips up the back of Jill's 

thighs until they graze the bottom edge of her boyshorts.... 

kelli-: leans in and whispers to Jill ..  

Gabriela92: following the smooth, firm curves of her backside... 

kelli-: moves close and catches Gab by the hips 

kelli-: finds the button  

D r a z: smiles watching the girls rock an roll 

Gabriela92: takes a full grasp of tushy bun in each hand.... 

tigerzjill: omg tingles shooting through me  

kelli-: pop 

kelli-: fingers under the waist and push  

dennis_342: they do look good draz 

tigerzjill: stops to catch my breath  

kelli-: just getting warmed up  

Gabriela92: sliding soft hands slowly up and down Jill's hips, just below the bottom edge 

of the boyshorts.... 

kelli-: moves around both girls  

tigerzjill: swaying my hips to the slow rhythm  

tigerzjill: leaning back into gabriela  

tigerzjill: tossing my hair a lil  



tigerzjill: then turns to face her  

kelli-: claps my hands as I move to the beat 

tigerzjill: pressing my small breasts against hers  

Gabriela92: moves my face in close to Jill until I feel her warm breath on my mouth and 

nose.... 

kelli-: feels the belt loosen  

kelli-: rolls my hips to the slow beat 

tigerzjill: lifting the cups of my bra pressing into her chest  

tigerzjill: losing myself to the beat  

kelli-: watching Jill and Gab 

Gabriela92: pressing our chests tightly together, then slithering left and right to rub our 

bra cups over one another.... 

Gabriela92: reaches over and rubs Kelli's nearest tushy cheek.... 

Sasha_J79: leaning back, propping my feet on the table and watching closely 

dennis_342: sips my coffee 

kelli-: leans forward .. pressing my butt against your hand 

dennis_342: watching 

tigerzjill: smiles staring in gabrielas eyes as i lift her bra up  

tigerzjill: pressing skin to skin  

Gabriela92: runs fingertips around in a circle... 

kelli-: easy Jill  

Gabriela92: wiggles my eyebrows at Jill, then glances over at Kelli and shrugs. 

kelli-: giggles... I told her now 

kelli-: she's kewl  

tigerzjill: covers us both back up blushing  

kelli-: LOL 

kelli-: kiss Jills neck 

D r a z: here we go again now   

Gabriela92: pulls Kelli and Jill into a small huddle.... arms around their waists, hands 

resting on the far hips.... 

kelli-: ass shimmies to the beat 

Gabriela92: swings left and right, bumping the adjacent tushy... 

tigerzjill: holdling on to kelli and gabriela  

kelli-: rolling my hips to the music 

Gabriela92: grinding my hips in a slow circle to the erotic beat, my knees slightly bent.... 

tigerzjill: running my hands through my hair  

tigerzjill: as i grind to the music slowly  

Gabriela92: slowly slides my hands up the two girls' backs, fingers tracing lightly up the 

spine.... 

Gabriela92: backs up slightly, pushing the fronts of Kelli and Jill together until their 

pelvises meet... 

tigerzjill: tingles shooting all over  

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the top of their tushies... 

kelli-: hands around Jill hips pulling her tight 



tigerzjill: slides my handsdwon kelli's back to herbottom  

Gabriela92: pushing them firmly together.... 

kelli-: dirty dance on Jills thigh 

NeoGriffin: hello 

tigerzjill: holding kelli tight  

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips move down the sweet indentations between both Kelli's 

and Jill's buns... 

tigerzjill: pressing against her close  

kelli-: thrusting hard  

Gabriela92: down the backs of their legs, as far as my hands can reach 

Gabriela92: then back up again.. 

kelli-: gently biting Jills neck  

tigerzjill: oooooooooo lets out a soft moan  

tigerzjill: tilting my head to the side  

tigerzjill: offering kelli my neck  

kelli-: my tongue trailing up to your ear 

tigerzjill: hands caressing her tight bottom  

kelli-: feel my bunns flex to the beat 

tigerzjill: giggles as i feel  kelli flex  

kelli-: my tongue swirl in your ear 

kelli-: sucking your ear lobe 

tigerzjill: whispers....ill brb have to pee....smiles  

Gabriela92: eases my hands off and slowly backs away, keeping my eyes fixed on the 

girls' 

kelli-: and then there are four 

Gabriela92: yeah, I knew it had to be added, but hadn't noticed it missing until I told the 

poor guy to read what wasn't there; LOL 

tigerzjill: smiles all better  

kelli-: giggles 

tigerzjill: i have never danced like that in the room  

tigerzjill: sorry i got carried away  

kelli-: first time for everything 

Gabriela92: good to lose your cherry, then, Jill... LOL 

kelli-: it's ok 

kelli-: we got to you before we got into trouble LOL 

tigerzjill: smiles i didnt know  

tigerzjill: so many rules to keep up with...  

tigerzjill: giggles  

Gabriela92: yep, you'll get the hang of it. 

kelli-: have to keep ... vitals.. boobs and pussy .. covered in the room .. except for in the 

cage.. or upstairs when in IM 

Gabriela92: we'll just pinch your butt every time you get out of line, Jill. 

kelli-: I'd volunteer for that duty 



tigerzjill: grins i might like that   

kelli-: a girl can hope 

tigerzjill: flashes Draz and waits for my pinches  

kelli-: squeeze Jill  

Gabriela92: once on each cheek...lol 

kelli-: was it fun to dance with us Jill? 

kelli-: snaps both hands to the heavy beat 

tigerzjill: i really enjoyed it....very liberating  

tigerzjill: how did I do?  

kelli-: checks out your boy shorts 

kelli-: you must have  

kelli-: you did fine 

 

 

 

Gabriela92 + kelli- 
 
kelli-: dancing around the floor 

kelli-: sways to the music 

tigerzjill: finds a seat near the dance floor  

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: works the music  

kelli-: with my shoulders and upper body 

redtail777: foot involuntarily starts tapping 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

dennis_346: watching her move 

redtail777: face fluching 

kelli-: right heel pounding the beat on the floor 

kelli-: tosses air guitar to jill 

kelli-: swivels hips around and around as I slowly turn 

kelli-: arching back .. ass moving to the music 

kelli-: works between the seats at the bar 

kelli-: smiles a jill .. snapping fingers 

redtail777: watching Phedra watch Kelli 

tigerzjill: rocking my head up and dwn with the beat  

kelli-: hands move high  

redtail777: her sage green eyes alive 

kelli-: jummps up onto the bar 

kelli-: rolls on my side 

kelli-: tapping my nails on the bar 

kelli-: smiles watching the guys 



RocketManFL: smiles back at kelli, winks 

redtail777: spills my spring water 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair around still playing along with the air guitar  

kelli-: rolls to my front and pushes up to my feet  

kelli-: spins flairing the plaid skirt  

redtail777: most of the blood rushes to my ears 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

kelli-: left left right right 

dennis_346: leans in for a better look 

kelli-: spins the opposite way 

kelli-: stops with my back to you 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

kelli-: plays air guitar with jill 

dennis_346: watching kellis ass 

tigerzjill: rocking back and forth in tandem with kelli  

kelli-: then air drums 

RocketManFL: intently watching kelli 

RocketManFL: whooo hooooo 

kelli-: does a spin all the way around 

kelli-: skirt flairs high 

redtail777: clapppsssssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: slinky moves  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

Untrained: hi redtail 

kelli-: claps out the beat over my head 

tigerzjill: whew...smiles at kelli and sets down my air guitar...  

tigerzjill: sits back down legs crossed  

kelli-: thanx for the help jill smiles 

kelli-: shoulders sway to the slower beat 

kelli-: hands out gesture 

kelli-: cross my arms across my chest 

kelli-: shakes my finger in a no gesture 

redtail777: long slinky arms . . . 

kelli-: points to me 

kelli-: on my knees 

kelli-: leans forward  

RocketManFL: drool at kelli 

kelli-: sways my shoulders  

kelli-: hair falls forward 

kelli-: on all fours 

kelli-: crawls over to Rockeyyyyy 

kelli-: eyes lock  



kelli-: leans way forward 

kelli-: hair falls over you 

RocketManFL: mmm smiles at kelli 

kelli-: moves my head  

RocketManFL: hair tickles 

kelli-: smiles 

RocketManFL: shivers up n down my spine 

kelli-: eskimo kisses 

kelli-: long deep wet kiss 

RocketManFL: rubs noses back 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: tilts my head and watches the back of Kelli's crawl with a sense of awe... 

kelli-: tongue explores 

RocketManFL: tips tease 

kelli-: pulls back with a huge grin 

RocketManFL: not as big ads mine 

kelli-: staightens up on my knees  

RocketManFL: shifts in seat in atteot to releve discomfort 

kelli-: jumps up  

kelli-: moves to the new beat 

kelli-: spins and dances wildly 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the music 

RocketManFL: taps beat out on bar top smiling at kelli 

kelli-: hips swivel  

RocketManFL: watches hips 

kelli-: dances infront of dennis and ram 

dennis_346: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: toes on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: heel pounding the beat 

kelli-: guitar high  

kelli-: arms high  

kelli-: clapping the beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the music 

dennis_346: watching kelli move to the music 

kelli-: spins and dances down the bar 

kelli-: spins again flairing the skirt 

dennis_346: looking at those sexy legs 

kelli-: hips follow the drum beat 

kelli-: ass bouncing 



RocketManFL: leans over bar abit to see kelli at the other end 

kelli-: the circling 

kelli-: dancing back up the bar  

dennis_346: watching kellis ass 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: profile 

dennis_346: smiles 

kelli-: then back to you 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder 

dennis_346: looks into ur eyes 

kelli-: the half tank flies off in my hand 

kelli-: spins it in the air 

RocketManFL: whoop whoop 

dennis_346: oh boy 

kelli-: tosses it at Gab 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: busy girls 

dennis_346: lol 

kelli-: spins and jiggles my shoulders  

dennis_346: looks up at kelli 

Gabriela92: snags it out of the air and lays it over my shoulder, but only after taking a 

deep breath of it. 

kelli-: my small boobs move under the thin material of my bandeau  

kelli-: arms out to my sides 

kelli-: dancing as I jiggle 

kelli-: watching to boys watching .. .me LOL 

kelli-: hands move high 

RocketManFL: drools 

kelli-: hips swivel 

tigerzjill: staring at kelli's sexy body  

dennis_346: watchinh kellis boobs jiggle 

tigerzjill: as she works the room like magic  

kelli-: comes to a stop 

dennis_346: so sexy kelli 

kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: my nips showing how then the material is 

kelli-: slowly strutts down the bar 

dennis_346: takes a drink of cold water to cool down 

kelli-: hips thrusting as I walk to the bluesy music 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli grind to the sexy striptease music.... 

kelli-: stops infront of the boys 

dennis_346: looking at kelli 

kelli-: shaking my finger at the "nasty boys" 

kelli-: hands on my hips 



kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

dennis_346: me nasty 

kelli-: spins a 180 

kelli-: leans forward with my legs stiff  

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the strong beats 

dennis_346: licks my lips looking at kelli 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar infront of Rockey 

kelli-: wags my finger to come here 

RocketManFL: oo your gonna make it hard ot leave arent ya 

kelli-: mmm hmmm... nods my head 

Gabriela92: She's gonna make everything hard... including my nipples. 

dennis_346: lol gabs 

tigerzjill: blushes too late for that  

kelli-: points to the floor right infront of me 

tigerzjill: although i did have something to do with that  

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: finger wags 

RocketManFL: stands at spot pointed to 

RocketManFL: smiles 

kelli-: wraps my legs around your waist .. hands on your shoulders 

kelli-: pulls myself up  

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: smiles more 

kelli-: dancing as I hang on you 

RocketManFL: omg 

Gabriela92: look... there's another spot to point to! LOL 

RocketManFL: arms go around you to steady you 

dennis_346: lol 

kelli-: hold onto me 

RocketManFL: lol gabri 

kelli-: leans back and thrusts 

RocketManFL: whooooaaaaaaaaaa 

kelli-: left left right right then forward 

RocketManFL: almost dropped kelli shit 

RocketManFL: pulls her back up 

kelli-: leans way back trusting rockey 

RocketManFL: sets her gently on bar 

kelli-: my back on the bar 

kelli-: thrusting against rockey 

RocketManFL: pushes closer sliding you onto bar more fully 

dennis_346: watching kelli 

kelli-: lets go of you with my legs and rolls over backward to my feet 

RocketManFL: smiles, 



kelli-: dancing in your face 

RocketManFL: taps you but ty darhlin 

kelli-: smiles .. leans down and kisssssss  

RocketManFL: mmm  

kelli-: thanks for participating 

RocketManFL: my pleasure for sure, bumme dthat i ave to leave 

kelli-: stands up and spins 

RocketManFL: see ya soon 

kelli-: moves over to Gab and drops to my knees 

dennis_346: takes a big drink of ice water 

kelli-: like my half tank? 

kelli-: giggles 

dennis_346: very hot kelli 

kelli-: thank you dennis 

Gabriela92: it had a wonderful aroma, Kelli... juniper body wash? 

kelli-: cranberry / strawberry  

kelli-: or something like that 

Gabriela92: It's lovely 

kelli-: down on all fours .. leaning forward 

dennis_346: sits in front of the fan 

kelli-: smiles .. watching you two 

dennis_346: to cool off 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: slides a glass of ice down the bar to dennis 

Gabriela92: leans in and kisses the lovely dancer.... 

dennis_346: mmmm thanks keeli i need that 

kelli-: kissss you back 

dennis_346: kelli 

kelli-: y/w deenis 

dennis_346: lol 

kelli-: pushing up to my knees 

Gabriela92: places my hands on Kelli's shoulders, and gently slides them down her arms 

to her wrists.... 

kelli-: swirling my hips 

dennis_346: smiles watching kelli 

kelli-: holding both your hands 

kelli-: places your right hand on my hips right over the one and only button  

kelli-: smiles as my hips slowly move to the beat 

dennis_346: looks at kelli and gaby 

kelli-: stares into gabs eyes and slowly nods my head yes 

Gabriela92: fumbles with the button a little, because I'm looking up into Kelli's eyes... 

dennis_346: puts the glass of ice on my forehead 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

Gabriela92: eventually pushes it through the buttonhole with my thumb.... 



kelli-: head slowly moving to the blue 

kelli-: feels the skirt fall  

dennis_346: sits back and watches 

kelli-: tiny black thong hugging my body tightly 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down Kelli's hips and thighs.... 

kelli-: hips roll and thrust 

Gabriela92: then up her waist and rib cage to her bandeau top... 

dennis_346: smiles at the two sexy girls 

kelli-: tiny tight strapless front clasp bra made of very thing material  

Gabriela92: fingers around her back, thumbs strumming lightly up and down.... 

ramster77: wakes to the sound of wiggling hips 

kelli-: hands move up your arms  

dennis_346: w/b ram 

ramster77: ty 

dennis_346: very nice 

kelli-: pull you up onto the bar with me 

dennis_346: looks up at the girls 

ramster77: watches happily 

Gabriela92: climbs up and kneels next to Kelli, starting to unbutton my blouse. 

kelli-: pulls back your hair 

dennis_346: smiles at gab 

kelli-: stands in back of Gab  

dennis_346: watching the girls 

Gabriela92: lets the thin plaid material hang open, showing the inside edges of my black 

polyester bra.... 

dennis_346: so sexy gab 

Gabriela92: shifts left and right on my knees, roling my shoulders and fanning the 

unbuttoned blouse open and closed.... 

dennis_346: it is hot in here 

kelli-: dancing hard around Gab  

ramster77: almost like a private double lappie... smiles 

dennis_346: smiles watching the girls 

Gabriela92: shifts around on my knees to face Kelli, kneeling as she dances around and 

above me... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers lightly up and down on her smooth, toned legs.... 

dennis_346: you girls are so sexy 

kelli-: head causing my hair to fly as I stand, feet apart infront of Gab 

ramster77: im at work and u girls are makin me horny.. haha 

kelli-: hips sway to the heavy beat 

Gabriela92: leans forward and places several kisses on the front of Kelli's thighs as she 

dances... 

kelli-: leaning forward into your kisses 

kelli-: holds your hair  

dennis_346: watching kelli and gab dance around 



kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

Gabriela92: kisses move slightly upward, toward the top of the legs... 

dennis_346: nice ass kelli 

ramster77: quietly thinks... those r great asses.. 

kelli-: eyes narrow, breathing harder .. fists tighten in your hair 

dennis_346: watching the girls kiss 

kelli-: gently pulls you tighter into me 

Gabriela92: unbuttons the front of my cutoffs as Kelli holds my face against her legs.... 

Gabriela92: rocking my hips as I kneel on the bar..... 

kelli-: tells   you to stand 

kelli-: lets go of your head and helps you up 

Gabriela92: puts one foot on the bar surfaces and pushes up... 

kelli-: hands move down your body 

kelli-: pull you tight against me 

dennis_346: sips my ice water 

dennis_346: watching the girls move 

Gabriela92: grinds myself against the front of Kelli, then turns and backs my tushy into 

her crotch... 

dennis_346: so sexy and hot 

kelli-: holds your hips and grinds into you 

dennis_346: smiles at gab 

Gabriela92: slowly lowers the zipper on my cutoffs... 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist  

dennis_346: mmmm looking at gab hand 

kelli-: pushes and lets them fall to the bar 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips as I feel the shorts slide down.... 

redtail777: gasps 

kelli-: holds your hips  

Gabriela92: lifts my fingers up into my hair... 

kelli-: feeling every move you make.. sooooo hawt!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: raises it off my shoulders into a heap on top of my head.... 

dennis_346: smiles at the girls 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips, clad in tight black boyshorts... 

kelli-: pulls you back tight as the beat changes 

kelli-: right hand on your tummie.. fingers flaired 

Gabriela92: shifts hips left and right to the beat, encouraging Kelli to match the swing.... 

dennis_346: taps my foot to the beat 

redtail777: with cotton panel now slightly moist 

kelli-: copies you from behind 

Gabriela92: lets my hair fall, and raises my hands overhead, snapping fingers on one 

hand, then the other... 

dennis_346: smiles at gab 

Gabriela92: turns to face Kelli and dances in very close... 

Gabriela92: letting our chests meet... 



kelli-: lets you go as you turn  

dennis_346: very hot 

kelli-: hands trail down your arms to your shoulders 

dennis_346: winks at kelli 

Gabriela92: tilts my head in, rubbing noses with Kelli, feeling her warm breath on my 

face... 

kelli-: pulls you close.. straddling one thigh and dirty dancing.. grinding to the beat 

kelli-: we enjoy giving your boys a show and love feed back  

Gabriela92: hands on Kelli's hips... 

kelli-: just so you understand  

dennis_346: we love the shows 

kelli-: hips sway to the beat  

Gabriela92: sliding behind her, hands moving over the curves of her smooth, round buns, 

down to where they meet her legs... 

dennis_346: mmmm watching kellis hip sway 

kelli-: leans slightly forward  

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: hands move high  

dennis_346: then watching gab 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband of her thong at the hips, on both sides... 

dennis_346: smiles at gab 

dennis_346: looking at kellis thong 

kelli-: stretching my body long as I can, reaching high as I sway  

Gabriela92: hooks them... 

Gabriela92: stretches it way out on the right.... 

Gabriela92: slowly lets it pull back in.... 

kelli-: a huge smile spreads across my face 

Gabriela92: stretches it out on the left.... 

dennis_346: smiles 

drake63: grins 

ramster77: smiles also 

kelli-: eyes close as I slowly sway  

dennis_346: licks my lips 

kelli-: facing up .. back arched 

dennis_346: watching kelli 

kelli-: totally allowing Gab control  

Gabriela92: lets it pull back in... 

drake63: awaiting gabs next t move 

dennis_346: nothing better then watching two sexy girls dance 

kelli-: ever so slowly turning .. feeling Gabs hands on my waist 

Gabriela92: pulls the waistband out on both sides... stretching the fabric... 

kelli-: smiles as she taunts me 

drake63: except watchng them do more than dance 



ramster77: please rip... thinks 

dennis_346: very nice girls 

Gabriela92: turns our dancing so Kelli's sweet, perfect backside is facing toward the 

guys.... 

kelli-: these are good ones from "PINK"  I doubt they will just rip 

dennis_346: such a nive backside 

kelli-: sways my ass to the sexy beat 

kelli-: legs slightly apart  

kelli-: leans just slightly forward 

dennis_346: watching kellis ass 

drake63: mesmerized by that swaying ass 

kelli-: flexing my as muscles to the beat 

dennis_346: swaying back and forth 

Gabriela92: pushes the back of the thong halfway down her smooth cheeks, my thumbs 

feeling the fine peach fuzz as they graze her skin.... 

kelli-: head moving to the beat .. hair flowing as you play with me 

dennis_346: smiles at gab 

kelli-: eyes closed.. mouth slightly open  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hips gently bounce to the beat 

dennis_346: so sexy 

Gabriela92: leaves the waistband there, pressing itself into the tender flesh a little.... 

kelli-: rolling my hips forward and back .. in stages .. front front back back  

Gabriela92: reaches down and cups the bottom of the buns, lifting slightly... 

kelli-: almost a slow fucking motion 

drake63: wow 

dennis_346: smiles 

ramster77: oh my 

kelli-: then a grinding motiong 

kelli-: whispers to Gab 

kelli-: they are getting pretty wet 

dennis_346: wow 

dennis_346: lol 

dennis_346: lmao 

ramster77: shesh .. I hope I dont need an emergency worplace wonkie.. or eww.. 

kelli-: faces Gab 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

kelli-: smiles  

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs back in the waistband of Kelli's dropped thong again... 

dennis_346: looks back at the girls 

kelli-: pulls you closer 

dennis_346: smiles 

Gabriela92: moves them from her crack around the sides to the hip bones.... 

kelli-: pushing back your hair and sucks your neck gently as you play 



kelli-: licks up to your ear  

dennis_346: watching the girls dance 

drake63: oh myyyyyy 

kelli-: whispers... play  

Gabriela92: smiles, closes my eyes, and tilts my head up... 

kelli-: tongue trails down your neck 

dennis_346: gets more ice water 

dennis_346: its hot in here 

Gabriela92: continues sliding my thumbs around toward the front.... 

dennis_346: watches gab hands 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat  

kelli-: kissing your face  

kelli-: holding your face in my hands 

dennis_346: watching kellis hips 

dennis_346: damn ur girls are hot 

drake63: watching hips tits and asses 

kelli-: slowly turns toward the boys..  

kelli-: leans back into Gab 

dennis_346: looking at kelli 

Gabriela92: reaches around Kelli and runs my fingers and palms slowly up and down the 

front of her legs, as far down as I can reach.... 

dennis_346: lol 

dennis_346: not meeeee 

kelli-: grinds my ass back against Gabs .... front .. giggls 

Gabriela92: grazes up to where Kelli's legs meet the torso... 

kelli-: leans back against Gab 

kelli-: hands over my head  

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the leg openings of the thong... 

kelli-: it's all Dennis' fault .. giggles 

dennis_346: smiles at both the girls 

Gabriela92: strumming the skin inside with the sides of my thumbs... 

kelli-: hips slowly move to the beat  

kelli-: then thrust slowly  

dennis_346: watching kellis hips move to the beat 

Gabriela92: one hand remains there, lightly brushing... 

Gabriela92: the other moves slowly up the tummy... 

D r a z: moves over to drake with resusciation trolley 

drake63: ty draz 

kelli-: his eyes are fixed  

kelli-: on my tiny lil thong 

Gabriela92: slips under the thin fabric of the bandeau top.... 

kelli-: sux in my tummie at Gabs touch 

kelli-: mmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: my knuckles visible stretching out the fabric as my fingers roam... 



drake63: enjoying you lovely figures 

dennis_346: very sexy girls 

kelli-: not much fabric to stretch too far  

kelli-: giggles 

dennis_346: lol 

dennis_346: watching gabs hands 

dennis_346: smileing at kelli 

dennis_346: takes a long drink of icewater 

kelli-: draz.. may I have a couple ice cubes please  

Gabriela92: leaves my hands in place and sways with kelli.... 

dennis_346: thank you kelli and gab 

D r a z: pulls out a tray of ice cubes and slips them in a bowl 

kelli-: takes two  

kelli-: rubs them over my chest just above my bandeau  

dennis_346: mmmm 

drake63: oh myyyyyyy 

dennis_346: sexy 

kelli-: puts one in Gabs hand 

kelli-: keeps the other 

Gabriela92: watches the skin moisten, and the beads of water run downward, wetting 

the fabric and making it even more transparent.... 

kelli-: sux it for a second 

dennis_346: watching the icecubes melt 

Gabriela92: runs the ice cube up and down on my tummy, from bra to boyshorts, taking 

special care to circle my navel several times.... 

kelli-: the rubs it under the bra .. letting the drops trail down my skin 

dennis_346: so hot kelli 

kelli-: lets the ice melt above my bandeau ..  

kelli-: seems to stick to my skin 

kelli-: forms to me perfectly 

Gabriela92: puts my ice cube between my front teeth, letting it extend from my mouth.... 

dennis_346: watching gab 

Gabriela92: kneels down in front of Kelli again... 

Gabriela92: grips her buns in my hands.. 

kelli-: smiles down at Gab 

kelli-: there isn't much of me that isn't pretty exposed  

Gabriela92: runs the ice cube slowly across the top edge of the panties, from one hip to 

the other.... 

Gabriela92: then back to the middle.... 

dennis_346: mmmm so hot 

kelli-: good thing that thong is black  

kelli-: LOL 

Gabriela92: nods my head several times, dragging the melting cube up and down the 

fabric at the front of the thong.... 



dennis_346: so sexy gab 

drake63: mmmmm Gabby 

kelli-: hell of a time holding still so I don't knock your teeth out 

tigerzjill: hard to stop staring at the beautiful girls  

Gabriela92: then moves my head around in a circle, dampening the entire front of Kelli's 

skimpy black undies.... 

kelli-: wishing the bandeau was black as I feel it wick the moisture from the ice 

kelli-: what the hell Gab.. the rest is already wet 

dennis_346: lol 

Gabriela92: notices the bandeau is nearly as sheer as pantyhose once it is wet from the 

melted ice.... 

kelli-: ummm... looks down.. almost 

kelli-: I think the show is very much underway  

dennis_346: great show 

kelli-: pulls Gab to her feet 

Gabriela92: notices a trickle that has run all the way down Kelli's front, from chest almost 

to the thong, and catches the drop with my tongue, then traces its path all the way back 

up to its origin on her sternum... 

kelli-: body shivers noticeably 

kelli-: takes two ice cubes in my hands and runs them over your chest above your black 

bra 

Gabriela92: shudders and feels goosebumps forming on my arms, chest, and tummy.... 

dennis_346: wayching them melt 

dennis_346: watching 

dennis_346: lol 

kelli-: smiles at you as I tuck one of the ice cubes between your boobs .. I know it won't 

fall through like it would on my chest LMAO 

kelli-: runs the other ice cube down your center like .. sllooowwwllyyy  

dennis_346: mmm 

kelli-: line 

Gabriela92: shivers, but then takes a bra cup in each hand and squeezes them together 

several times to press the ice cube between.... 

Gabriela92: sways my hips and swivels my tummy as the ice cube is dragged 

downward.... 

kelli-: kisss your mouth and laffsssss ... must be nice 

Gabriela92: meets the kiss, relishing it... 

Gabriela92: then turns my head and whispers in Kelli's ear... 

Gabriela92: drapes my forearms over Kelli's shoulders... 

Gabriela92: turns Kelli by the shoulders to face the audience... 

dennis_346: smiles at the girls 

Gabriela92: slides my hands down her upper arms and reaches under, inside her elbows... 

kelli-: watching Gabs hands 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

dennis_346: watching 



Gabriela92: puts my hand on the bandeau, covering over her boobs and hiding her 

nipples that are clearly visible through the wet fabric.... 

kelli-: eyes wide...  

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: hand move over Gabs 

Gabriela92: kneading the moist cloth... 

dennis_346: watching gabs hands 

kelli-: spins away 

Gabriela92: smiles and winks at Kelli... 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: tease!!!! 

Al_dente_: mind wanders... 

kelli-: dancing hard to the high energy beat 

dennis_346: looks at kelli 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body moving to the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of gab and hugs her thighs 

kelli-: head on her tummie 

kelli-: squeezeeeeee 

dennis_346: mmmm 

kelli-: pops up and dances  

Gabriela92: shifts left and right, small steps with my feet. 

kelli-: head back .. hair flying 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: bouncing my ass 

drake63: on edge of my seat 

kelli-: air drums 

kelli-: turns my back to Gab and settles into her arms swaying 

Gabriela92: lays my elbows on Kelli's shoulders, swaying my hips... 

kelli-: smiles at the guys 

dennis_346: smiles back 

Al_dente_: mesorized by the two bodies moving together 

kelli-: my wet bandeau still sticking to my body 

dennis_346: watching the girls dance 

kelli-: turns toward gab  

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

kelli-: moves tight against you 

kelli-: legs straddle your thigh 

Gabriela92: lets my fingers fall slowly and lightly down your shoulder blades.... 

kelli-: a slow dirty dance 

kelli-: swaying as I press against you 

Gabriela92: then tracing your spine, past your kidneys, all the way to your smooth, round 

backside.... 

drake63: watching those two gorgeous bodies 

kelli-: flexing my bunns 



kelli-: in your hands .. giggle 

Al_dente_: imagines them dancing naked.. 

kelli-: close but .. not 

dennis_346: so sexy 

kelli-: moves off  

Gabriela92: takes a bow to the guys, and winks at Kelli. 

kelli-: smiles  

dennis_346: thank you girls 

kelli-: it was fun 

D r a z: claps  for the girls  ...................Bravo Bravo 

dennis_346: very nice 

kelli-: thank you Draz 

kelli-: pulls on my lil LAB robe 

D r a z: great show you two 

kelli-: gives a robe to gab 

Gabriela92: slips in one arm, then the other. 

kelli-: pushes it up on your shoulders 

Gabriela92: wraps it around me, overlapping the front edges. 

kelli-: kiss Gab.. thanks for joining me 

drake63: ty kelli 

kelli-: y/w drake 

Al_dente_: nice moves ladies... 

kelli-: we try al 

Al_dente_: and you do well 

Gabriela92: you're very welcome, Kelli... 

 

 

 
 

 

Kelli- 

 

kelli-: jumps up and dances across the floor 

dennis_342: watches 

dennis_342: sips my drink 

kelli-: arms moving in a rowing motion the the strong beats 

tigerzjill: i dabble in all the air instruments   

kelli-: spins making my wrap shirt flair  

kelli-: hair flying  

dennis_342: nice 



kelli-: waits for it but doesn't see it coming 

kelli-: there it is 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: spins .. short wrap skirt flies 

dennis_342: looking at kelli 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: pulls the half tank high on my torso 

tigerzjill: smiles watching kelli  

dennis_342: winks 

kelli-: swings my arms left left right right 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

kelli-: back to you 

dennis_342: watching her move 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shakin ma bootay 

kelli-: spins .. flairs  

kelli-: hips rotate to the beat 

kelli-: not yet sasha 

kelli-: giggle 

Sasha_J79:  

kelli-: slow beat slow moves 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of Jill 

dennis_342: looking up at kelli 

kelli-: head follows the beat 

kelli-: eyes fixed on yours 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hair covers you 

Sasha_J79: brings my drink and gets a better seat for this 

dennis_342: sips my drink 

tigerzjill: staring in your pretty eyes  

kelli-: face inches from yours 

tigerzjill: watching every move  

kelli-: the extremely dark brown eyes fixed on yours 

Druidnyc: jill! heh 

kelli-: tip of my nose touching the tip of yours 

tigerzjill: i notice i have stopped breathing hypnotized by you  

tigerzjill: hiya druid!  

kelli-: flips my hair back over my shoulder as the beat changes 

tigerzjill: smiling at you  

tigerzjill: licking my lips  

kelli-: rolls to my back on the bar.. kicks my feet over my head and rolls to my feet 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

Sasha_J79: wooooo! 



dennis_342: nice move kelli 

tigerzjill: wow.....umm.....im gonna need a drink over here  

Sasha_J79: sorry...got carried away 

kelli-: shakes my hips and ass to the wild beat 

kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: spins flairing the short skirt 

tigerzjill: wanders to the bar looking for something cold  

kelli-: moves down the bar 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

kelli-: climbs higher 

dennis_342: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: wraps my legs and dances against the cold metal 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the hard beat 

kelli-: 1 2 3 4 

kelli-: 1234 

Sasha_J79: *fans myseelf* 

dennis_342: love ur moves 

kelli-: turns sideways and spins around the pole catching it with one arms and flipping to 

the bottom 

dennis_342: very hotin here 

kelli-: spinnnnsssss 

kelli-: legs pushing out making me spin harder 

kelli-: pulls the back in and around the pole 

dennis_342: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: waits for the music 

dennis_342: very hot 

Sasha_J79: we're out of booze?  

kelli-: never sasha 

Will 158: no sasha   .. just self serve methinks  

Sasha_J79: whew! 

kelli-: slips down the pole to my feet 

kelli-: skips back up the bar  

dennis_342: looks kelli in the eyes 

kelli-: does a one hand somersault back onto my feet infront of you ..  

kelli-: shoulders shimmy to the beat 

Sasha_J79: slips over to the bar and mixes a rum and Coke 

kelli-: drops to all four 

dennis_342: watching sasha 

dennis_342: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: crawls over to Jill .. shoulders low like a cat 

kelli-: at the edge .. moves up to my knees 

tigerzjill: lost in kelli's beautiful eyes again  

kelli-: rockin my body to the music 



kelli-: crosses my arms infront of me 

Sasha_J79: plops back into my chair, taking an ice cube from my glass and running it 

across my forehead 

kelli-: rips off the half tank 

dennis_342: wow 

dennis_342: looks at kellis boobies 

kelli-: wips it around Jill and pulls you forward 

tigerzjill: staring swaying in front of kelli  

tigerzjill: my head goes where you pull it willingly  

kelli-: my small boobs trapped in my tight thin bandeau 

kelli-: obviously enjoying what I'm doing 

dennis_342: oh yes 

kelli-: leaves my tank around your shoulders as the music changes 

tigerzjill: smilng as i notice your hard nipples poking through  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: head back  

Sasha_J79: bringing the ice cube to my lips, sucking it into my mouth and taking another 

sip 

kelli-: hair hanging down behind me 

kelli-: leans way back  

dennis_342: love that hair 

kelli-: bent almost double .. backward 

tigerzjill: blushes as i notice my hand had started to rub my chest  

Sasha_J79: ooooo, flexible! 

kelli-: hands over my head on the bar behind me 

RocketManFL: walks over to sasha 

kelli-: rocks back  

tigerzjill: quickly slides it off looking around  

RocketManFL: this seat taken? 

kelli-: pushing up  

kelli-: hands and feet on the bar bend double.. backward 

dennis_342: wow 

kelli-: slowly .. pushing myself into a standing position  

kelli-: as the music ends 

kelli-: new rhythm 

kelli-: spins flairing the skirt 

kelli-: hands move high  

dennis_342: watching kelli spin 

kelli-: hips move in a circle 

kelli-: leans forward.. hips roll 

dennis_342: mmmmm 

kelli-: hands move to my thighs 

RocketManFL: checking out Kelli's moves 

kelli-: up the front of the skirt 



Sasha_J79: watching closely as I take another sip 

kelli-: spins to face Jill 

dennis_342: downs my ice tea 

kelli-: hips roll 

tigerzjill: sipping my beer with kelli's tank still wrapped around my head  

dennis_342: it hot in here 

tigerzjill: smling again  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: motions Jill forward 

tigerzjill: swaying in front of her  

tigerzjill: i step forward  

kelli-: points to the one button on my wrap skirt 

kelli-: slowly raising my hands up my body 

dennis_342: watching 

tigerzjill: i reach for the button slowly  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: slowly moves my body to the new beat 

tigerzjill: unbuttoning it staring in your eyes  

Sasha_J79: idly running an ice cube across the top of my chest 

kelli-: serious look as the skirt drops 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: the tiny black thong coming into plain view 

dennis_342: sexy 

tigerzjill: gasps as i see how beautiful you look  

kelli-: pulls the skirt and waves it over my head to the rhythm 

kelli-: pops up to my feet  

kelli-: whips the skirt around 

kelli-: behind me and up between my legs 

dennis_342: looking at kelli 

kelli-: catches the other end 

Sasha_J79: drops it down my cleavage and sits back, watching intently 

kelli-: lets go of the back and pulls it through  

tigerzjill: unbuttoning my blouse letting my black bra show  

kelli-: throws the skirt to Rockey 

kelli-: hits him in the chest 

RocketManFL: catches shirt with one extended hand 

tigerzjill: being carried away by the raw sexuality of kelli's dance  

kelli-: jumps to the new beat 

kelli-: tight bandeau not hiding my excitement 

kelli-: tiny black thong not hiding much of anything 

dennis_342: love it 

kelli-: hands move up my skin 

kelli-: hips roll in circles 

kelli-: slowly turns 



kelli-: profile 

kelli-: hand move high over my head 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

dennis_342: watching 

kelli-: keeps turning slowly  

RocketManFL: claps for Kelli's moves 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

kelli-: the waist band around and single band... disappearing between my legs 

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: leans forward 

dennis_342: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: hands on hips and the music changes 

dennis_342: very sexy kelli 

kelli-: rolls onto the floor  

kelli-: then up onto my knees 

Sasha_J79: leans over for a better look 

kelli-: legs apart and my body rocks to the beat 

kelli-: hands high .. hair flying 

kelli-: jumps to my feet 

kelli-: slowly turns as my body rocks 

kelli-: winks at Jill over my shoulder 

tigerzjill: winks back staring  

kelli-: ass moving to the hard beat 

kelli-: the bandeau losens 

tigerzjill: tossing my hair to the wild beat  

kelli-: pulls it off and wraps it around my neck .. facing the back of the bar 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

dennis_342: moves in closer 

dennis_342: for a better look 

kelli-: leans back .. hair flying 

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: covers with the ends of the bandeau  

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: holds the bandeau on place 

Sasha_J79: slips up quietly to the bar and mixes a drink, trying not to interrupt 

kelli-: the round cups of the bottom of my boobs showing under my hands 

dennis_342: mmmm nice 

kelli-: body rocking back and forth  

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: dancing down the bar 

kelli-: climbs into the cage 

kelli-: pulls one end of the bandeau and flips it through the cage bars 

kelli-: reaching high  



kelli-: grabbing the top bar 

kelli-: hooking my legs over a bar and hanging upside down 

dennis_342: verynicekelli 

kelli-: flips down to my feet 

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: shimmy my small boobs to the slow beat 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

dennis_342: winks at kelli 

kelli-: moves to the vertical bars 

kelli-: wraps my legs around a bar 

kelli-: thrusting  

kelli-: leaning back 

dennis_342: licking my lips 

kelli-: jump down to my feet 

kelli-: slowly turning with the music 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder  

kelli-: rolls the waste band 

kelli-: rotates hips 

RocketManFL: woo hoo kelli 

kelli-: rolls it again 

kelli-: moves my hands up my body as I turn toward you 

D r a z: eyes on the cage .....as I mop up the bar 

kelli-: cups my boobs and my hips swivel 

dennis_342: nice boobs 

RocketManFL: kelli woman till the end 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

kelli-: fingers pointing down 

kelli-: slip under the rolled band as the music stops 

kelli-: hips roll to the new beat 

dennis_342: very sexy kelli 

tigerzjill: wow.....takes a deep breath and claps for kelli  

kelli-: slowly turning 

RocketManFL: ,, snapping head to beat 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: tapping out the beat with fingertips  

kelli-: stops turning with my back toward you 

dennis_342: watching kelli move 

tigerzjill: unbuttoned my blouse  

kelli-: hands move around the waist band to my ass 

dennis_342: lol jill 

dennis_342: not a bad thing 

kelli-: slowly pull down the band to where my legs join my body 

kelli-: hand move against my body .. moving up 



 kelli-: hips roll to the beat as I turn toward you 

dennis_342: sips my ice tea 

kelli-: letting you watch my hands move up to my boobs .. slowly 

RocketManFL: smiles at Jill as she turns 

kelli-: hips rolling to the beat as I turn  

kelli-: the barely there thong just covering.. almost 

dennis_342: love watching kelli dance 

kelli-: hips rolling left left right right 

kelli-: hands squeeze my little boobs 

kelli-: hips roll 

D r a z: smiles looking over athe  thong 

kelli-: plants my feet and thrusting to the beat 

tigerzjill: smiles at rocket  

kelli-: fingers and thumbs pinching  

tigerzjill: leaning against the bar staring at kelli  

kelli-: rolling my hips and thrusting 

RocketManFL: winks at jill 

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: stretching my body 

kelli-: leans back slightly 

RocketManFL: turns attentio nback to kelli and her gyrations 

kelli-: smiles at Draz for his music selection 

tigerzjill: winks at rocket  

kelli-: hips and legs pick up the beat 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: one hand on my tummie..  

kelli-: fingers wide 

kelli-: the other hand slips under the band 

dennis_342: watching kellis tummie 

kelli-: both hands under the band 

kelli-: slipping the band down my thighs and letting the thong drop 

D r a z: woo hoo  

kelli-: steps out and gyrates in a circle 

kelli-: thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: hands move back up my body 

kelli-: and over my head 

kelli-: steps out of the thong 

dennis_342: so sexy kelli 

Gabriela92: mmmm.... what a sweet lil' package! 

kelli-: hips swing in circles 

tigerzjill: blushing as i watch kelli dance  

Sasha_J79: runs another ice cube across my chest 

dennis_342: moves closer to the fan 



kelli-: drops to my knees on the floor of the cage.. legs apart 

D r a z: smiling watching sasha .......getting over heated there ? 

kelli-: hands slowly move over all the bare skin 

kelli-: down my torso 

kelli-: around my hips 

kelli-: as my body sways to the beat 

Sasha_J79: maybe a little 

kelli-: fingers facing down 

kelli-: following the contour of my body to the insides of my thighs 

kelli-: down and around my legs  

kelli-: and back up between them inside my thighs 

kelli-: slowly leaning back and my fingers move up  

kelli-: head making my hair sway back and forth 

dennis_342: sips my drink watching kelli 

kelli-: hands move up over my tummie  

kelli-: to my hips 

Sasha_J79: sucks the last ice cube out of my glass as I watch intently 

RocketManFL: good beat 

kelli-: hips thrust to the new beat 

RocketManFL: slapping beat out on bar top 

kelli-: pops to my feet 

dennis_342: great song 

kelli-: knees bent 

Gabriela92: it is, Dennis... 

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: slinky s moves .. hand high  

kelli-: totally nude body swaying to the music 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: back to you 

D r a z: grins watching kelli 

dennis_342: so sexy and hot 

Gabriela92: always makes me picture someone dancing in a thin cotton dress, the fabric 

clinging to sweaty skin, and her hair damp. 

kelli-: hands move up the back of my thighs 

dennis_342: oh yes gaby 

kelli-: up over my cheeks 

kelli-: around my hips as I lean forward 

RocketManFL: great image gabri 

kelli-: hips moving left left right right 

kelli-: spins in place.. leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: head back .. hair moving  

kelli-: swaying 

D r a z: watches the beat resonate thru kelli  



dennis_342: watching kelli sway 

kelli-: hips begin to slowly thrust to the beat 

kelli-: eyes close .. head back 

Sasha_J79: crosses my legs, swinging my foot to the beat of the music 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: waaayyy back 

dennis_342: nice 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

RocketManFL: daaaaaaaaaaummmmmmmm kelli 

D r a z: stands and applauds kelli  .......................bravo bravo bravo 

kelli-: collapse on the floor 

Sasha_J79: my good ness *fans myself* 

RocketManFL: whoopin n hoolerin 

dennis_342: wow 

kelli-: catching my breath 

Gabriela92: whooooooooooooooooo, Kelli!!!!! 

dennis_342: well done kelli 

Sasha_J79: very nice!  

tigerzjill: wowwwwwwwww clapping for kelli  

kelli-: pops up onto my knees .. smiles  

kelli-: wow.. thank you everyone 

D r a z: stands by teh cage door witha  LAB robe  

kelli-: that was sooo much fun 

tigerzjill: noticing i am swaeting just from watching her  

dennis_342: thank you 

tigerzjill: giggles  

kelli-: gets to my feet 

kelli-: opens the cage  

kelli-: slips on my robe from Draz 

D r a z: holds the robe and ties  the belt 

kelli-: turns and kissss him 

D r a z: kissssses back ...........great dance kelli 

kelli-: arms around your neck and whispers.. thank you 

Gabriela92: yes, fantastic. 

kelli-: collects my thong and puts it in the robe pocket 

D r a z: smiles  you are welcome .......walk kelli back  to  the bar ............... and pours 1 oz 

lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 2 oz of gingerale in a shaker with 

ice....stakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass filled with ice...garnishes with a slice 

of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the CINDERELLA on a coaster beside kelli * 

winks 

kelli-: leans over the bar and kisssssssssssssssss Draz 

Sasha_J79: stands up and applauds Kelli 

RocketManFL: woo hoo keli 



kelli-: smiles... thank you 

RocketManFL: clapping 

D r a z: kisses kelli firmly back .............well done 

dennis_342: wow 

tigerzjill: hands kelli her top back 

 

 

 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips move to the beat 

Al_dente_: nice flash as Kelli climbs the bar 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: head back .. eyes closed 

dennis_342: looks into kellis eyes 

kelli-: feeling the music 

Al_dente_: watches kelli's body swaying 

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: hips thrust to the heavy beat 

kelli-: short tight skirt showing me off 

kelli-: high on my thighs 

kelli-: hands move down  

c4boom:    

kelli-: leans back  

dennis_342: looking at kellis sexy thighs 

Al_dente_: <thinks that skirt is creeping up... 

kelli-: hair hanging down my back  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hips thrust  

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: to the beat 

kelli-: harder  

kelli-: smiles 

dennis_342: very nice kelli 

Al_dente_: mind wanders as kelli thrusts 

kelli-: leaning back .. air guitar 

kelli-: whips hair side to side 

dennis_342: love that hair 

kelli-: breaks into a wild gyration 

Al_dente_: love the tight top 



dennis_342: moves in cluser 

dennis_342: closer 

kelli-: a bit of bounce 

kelli-: flips hair behind me 

Al_dente_: the tight clothing revealing her curves 

dennis_342: watches her titties bounce 

kelli-: stand at the edge of the bar with my feet apart 

kelli-: hands behind my head 

kelli-: leaning back  

Al_dente_: nice view up her legs 

kelli-: hips gyrate to the fast beat 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: pounding a foot on the bar to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward.. hair whipping wildly 

kelli-: hands on hips 

dennis_342: sips my drink as i watch 

kelli-: stands up straight  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: and over my head 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: hips roll to the new song 

kelli-: slowly dance around and around 

Al_dente_: very sexy! 

kelli-: ass moves to the beat  

dennis_342: loves her slow moves 

kelli-: stops with my back to you 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands on my thighs 

kelli-: move up the inner thighs 

kelli-: to the hem  

kelli-: ass rolls  

dennis_342: sexy thighs 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: pulls off the top in one quick motion 

Al_dente_: imagines my hands on kelli's inner thighs.... 

kelli-: twirls it around and around 

dennis_342: looking 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

kelli-: toss it at Chris 

dennis_342: nice titties kelli 

c4boom:    



kelli-: tight bandeau showing off my small boobs 

kelli-: thin material not hiding much 

Gabriela92: admires Kelli's form and technique as she mesmerizes the guys. 

dennis_342: love it 

kelli-: moves to the edge 

kelli-: feet apart on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips.. stops 

dennis_342: looking up her skirt 

c4boom: That she does Gabriela 

kelli-: taps toe to the new beat 

kelli-: reaching behind me 

kelli-: the skirt falls to the bar 

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: steps out as I dance to the song 

Al_dente_: hmmm not much under there! 

dennis_342: nope 

kelli-: tiny black thong  

kelli-: tiny black bandeau 

kelli-: small boobs  

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat 

dennis_342: sexy body 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat 

kelli-: smiles as I turn toward you 

Al_dente_: NICE MOVES... 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: watching everyone watch me 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: hands move up my thighs 

kelli-: trace the bottom of the thong 

kelli-: hips roll  

dennis_342: winks 

kelli-: as the music ends 

Al_dente_: adjust in the seat... 

dennis_342: watching her eyes 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: swaying back and forth 

kelli-: smiles at Gab 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: left hand on my tummie 

kelli-: fingers spread 

dennis_342: truns and smiles at gab 



kelli-: right hand moves down my upper thigh 

dennis_342: sipping ma drink 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: fingers trace the thong 

kelli-: and across the top where it dips low 

Gabriela92: drums my fingernails slowly on the bar top, resting my chin in the palm of my 

other hand as I'm totally enthralled by Kelli's dancing.... 

kelli-: slowly moves in a circles 

dennis_342: she is the best 

kelli-: hips rolling 

Al_dente_: imagines they are my hands 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hands appear between my legs 

kelli-: move slowly up my inner thighs 

c4boom:    

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

kelli-: rolling 

kelli-: hands move up 

kelli-: around the front 

kelli-: fingers hook the waist band 

kelli-: hips roll  

Al_dente_: waits..... 

dennis_342: sexy hips 

kelli-: fingers roll the waist band 

kelli-: once 

kelli-: then again 

kelli-: the verticle band disappears  

kelli-: as I pull up 

dennis_342: nice 

kelli-: new beat takes over my body 

kelli-: hips roll in a wave 

kelli-: fingers pull the waist band out and let it snap 

kelli-: moves to the edge facing you 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hips rocking to the slower steady beat 

kelli-: hands move all over my bare skin 

kelli-: facing up .. eyes closed  

kelli-: as my hands reach my boobs 

kelli-: thumbs move across the pointy bumps pushing out from under the thin black 

material 

kelli-: stroking them like guitar strings 



c4boom: smiles 

kelli-: drop to my knees 

dennis_342: nice 

kelli-: as the song ends 

dennis_342: hands kelli a towel 

kelli-: head begins to move to the new rhythm 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds... 

kelli-: knees on the bar.. apart 

kelli-: hands move over my ribs 

kelli-: up my body 

kelli-: finger find the bottom of the bandeau 

kelli-: thumbs find the top  

kelli-: squeeze them almost together 

kelli-: the bandeau becomes a strip of thin black material  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair waving to the beat 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to my hips 

dennis_342: very nice 

dennis_342: sexy hot 

kelli-: wynona!!! 

kelli-: pops to my feet and dance hard 

kelli-: barely covered body gyrates to the hard beat 

kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: hips revolve then thrust 

kelli-: slowly turns 

Al_dente_: with little left to imagine... I just appreciate! 

kelli-: hips sway and thrust 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: hair whipping wildly 

Al_dente_: nice ass 

kelli-: shakin my ass to the beat 

dennis_342: nice everything 

dennis_342: wow 

kelli-: smiles at the slow beat 

c4boom: Reaches out to Kelli and gets my hands slapped 

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: hands move hi 

kelli-: you can't reach me  

kelli-: hips roll to the slow rhythm 

kelli-: body swaying back and forth  

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: to my hips 



dennis_342: watches as she sways 

kelli-: around my waist 

kelli-: hips lightly thrust to the beat as I look down at you 

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: admires kelli soft smooth curves 

kelli-: fingers move down  

kelli-: rolls the waist band one more time 

kelli-: barely covering 

dennis_342: mmmmm so sexy 

kelli-: hips roll and sway 

kelli-: hands explore my exposed skin 

kelli-: smiles 

dennis_342: smiles back 

Al_dente_: shifts in seat... 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

dennis_342: sips my drink 

kelli-: rocks to the new beat 

kelli-: jumps into the cage 

kelli-: hands high 

dennis_342: cage time 

Al_dente_: ooooooo 

dennis_342: love it 

kelli-: body going crazy to the fast beat 

kelli-: spins and thrusts  

kelli-: climbs the side bar 

kelli-: wraps my legs 

kelli-: hands reach high to the top bar 

Al_dente_: gulps 

kelli-: lets go with my legs and swings ...  

kelli-: stretching my body 

Al_dente_: wathes kelli's body twist and turn 

kelli-: jumps down .. air guitar 

dennis_342: watching kelli swing 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: flips my hair forward 

kelli-: my bandeau flies out of the cage 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

dennis_342: catches it 

Al_dente_: nice breasts! 

kelli-: ass working to the beat 

kelli-: turns to face you  

dennis_342: nice ass 

kelli-: shimmying my upper body 



Al_dente_: hm hmmmmm 

kelli-: flips my head so my hair flys back 

kelli-: arms out .. shimmy 

kelli-: grabs the side bar 

kelli-: wraps my legs around it 

dennis_342: watches her tities 

kelli-: humps the bar hard to the rhythm 

dennis_342: lucky bar 

kelli-: leans back holding on with one hand 

kelli-: grinding on the bar 

dennis_342: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: the barely there thong straining 

kelli-: flips to my hands .. ass against the bars 

Al_dente_: In my mind.. the thong is not there at all! 

dennis_342: same here al 

kelli-: grinding 

dennis_342: very sexy 

kelli-: flips over to my feet 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: hair handing down 

kelli-: boobs bounding to the beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: the front of the thing gapping on my mound 

kelli-: thong 

Al_dente_: eyes follow those bouncing nipples. 

kelli-: hands move to my boobs 

kelli-: thumbs circle my nips 

kelli-: hands fly high over my head  

kelli-: hair flying wildly 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: thrusting 

Al_dente_: eyes are drawn back to kellis crotch 

dennis_342: nice song 

kelli-: music changes .. so do my moves 

Al_dente_: and the dissapearing thong 

kelli-: slowly turn my back  

kelli-: ass swaying to the beat 

kelli-: thumbs hook the thong 

kelli-: slowly slip it down 

kelli-: stand with my feet slightly apart as it falls to the floor of the cage 

D r a z: watches the thong sliding 

Al_dente_: admires kellis naked body 

kelli-: step out as I turn to a profile 

kelli-: hips sway  



kelli-: hands high over my head 

dennis_342: so sexy 

kelli-: head back ..  

kelli-: hair hanging down 

D r a z: watches the body whip in and out 

kelli-: turns toward you .. grasping the cage bar 

kelli-: legs wrap  

dennis_342: smiles 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard 

kelli-: slides down to my knees 

kelli-: lets go with my hands 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: farther 

kelli-: head on the floor of the cage 

kelli-: body thrusting 

kelli-: collapse 

dennis_342: very nice 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view... 

D r a z: stands by  the cage door with the LAB robe,,,,,,,,,,,,,woo hoo kelli 

D r a z:  hot dance 

kelli-: opens the door and steps out 

kelli-: arms in robe 

D r a z: smiles and slips the robe on kelli 

dennis_342: thank you kelli 

kelli-: ties the belt  

D r a z:  and ties the belt 

kelli-: smiles .. thanx 

kelli-: kissssssssss 

D r a z: kisssssssssss 

c4boom: Getting hot 

kelli-: warm in here Chris 

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar and jumps to the floor and sits with the boys 

D r a z:  pours 1 oz lemon juice, 1 oz orange juice, 1 oz pineapple juice and 2 oz of 

gingerale in a shaker with ice....stakes well....drains into a chilled collins glass filled with 

ice...garnishes with a slice of pineapple and a twist of orange...places the CINDERELLA on 

a coaster beside kelli * winks 

dennis_342: winks 

kelli-: stand on the foot rest, leans over the bar 

kissssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: thank you Draz 

Al_dente_: Nice dance Kelli 

D r a z: kisses kelli back ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.nice dance   

dennis_342: very nice 



kelli-: Chris is seeing a whole new side of me  

c4boom: You Think 

D r a z: he hasnt seen you raunchy before? 

Al_dente_: he's just seen every side of you! 

kelli-: no 

kelli-: HAHAHAHA 

kelli-: yeah 

 

 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar .. having changed into a skin tight yoga shorts and half tank 

top outfit 

dennis_346: looks up at kelli 

Reddog55: nice kelli 

dennis_346: smiles 

kelli-: match the beat with slow fluid moves 

kelli-: hands moving over the skin tight material  

Al_dente_: how on earth did she get into those shorts...? 

dennis_346: watching kelli move to the music 

Gabriela92: the magic of spandex, Al; LOL 

Reddog55: eyes wide watchin kelli hips 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hips rotate  

Al_dente_: I like the way it contracts and shows so much detail 

kelli-: moves to the back of the bar 

odins_hammer: sitting back and enjoying the view 

kelli-: works the music 

kelli-: moves to the floor 

kelli-: rolls across the bar  

Al_dente_: Likes the way Kelli's body is moving 

kelli-: pops up to my feet and stomps out the beat 

kelli-: spins and moves toward the edge of the bar 

dennis_346: winks at kelli 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

Gabriela92: eyes follow the scantily-clad, gyrating dancer.... 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hair flying 

Al_dente_: don't think it's on the market right now 

odins_hammer: smiling as I watch Kelli work it 

kelli-: crawls across the bar 

kelli-: growls at the boys 

kelli-: drops my head 



dennis_346: smilesback 

kelli-: up on my knees 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: jumps up 

dennis_346: smiles watching kellis hips 

kelli-: pumps the air with both hands and arms 

kelli-: stands, legs straight .. hands on hips 

Reddog55: I am not lookin to make friends just have some fun 

kelli-: head moving to the music 

Al_dente_: admires Kellis body.. 

kelli-: hair flies 

kelli-: turns .. bends .. pats my ass  

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat 

odins_hammer: admiring Kelli's firm ass 

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: legs stiff and apart 

kelli-: leans foward 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice legs 

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

dennis_346: nice everything 

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: hands push stright up over my head .. explode into dance 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli's body gyrate to the music 

kelli-: dances with my legs moving high 

traincommuter: sits back watching kelli  

Al_dente_: with moves like that?  yes please! 

kelli-: does a moon walk to the funky beat 

odins_hammer: studies every contour and curve of Kelli as she moves to the beat 

kelli-: stops.. facing you .. grabs my front 

traincommuter: holds my breath  

kelli-: rocks my hips and legs  

odins_hammer: lol. loving the playful nature 

kelli-: my right heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: on fiiirrreeee 

kelli-: give my chest a lil squeeze 

traincommuter: eyes glued to kelli  

kelli-: rocks my hips 

Al_dente_: imagines my hands doing that... 

kelli-: the skin tight yoga shorts hugging every detail of my body 

odins_hammer: shifting in my seat a bit 

traincommuter: mmmmmm kelli, resits  

kelli-: hips move left left right right 



traincommuter: is it me or is it hot in here?  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: waits for it 

odins_hammer: I think Kelli is the one who's hot in here 

traincommuter: you are amazing kelli!  

traincommuter: you might be right odin  

kelli-: slowly does a turn 

odins_hammer: there's no might about it 

kelli-: dancing with my imaginary partner 

traincommuter:   

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: hands move high 

traincommuter: closes mouth  

kelli-: does a turn slowly .. hips moving to the beat 

odins_hammer: enjoying watching Kelli's hips sway 

Al_dente_: Imagines I'm the partner 

kelli-: swaying to the slowish beat 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar infront of you 

kelli-: feet apart on the edge 

odins_hammer: looks up smiling 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

traincommuter: swallows watching kelli  

kelli-: one hand on my tummie 

kelli-: finger wide apart 

kelli-: the other hand on my skin tight yoga pants 

kelli-: down  

odins_hammer: incredibly sexy 

traincommuter: omg  

Al_dente_: shift in seat... 

kelli-: down to my thigh 

traincommuter: (licks my lips)  

kelli-: back up the inside 

kelli-: trace the shorts 

kelli-: waits for the new beat 

kelli-: tapping toe 

kelli-: body begins to sway 

kelli-: arms explode over my head 

kelli-: the half tank high on my body 

kelli-: spins .. moves around the bar  

kelli-: stops .. back to you 

kelli-: hips bouncing to the beat 

odins_hammer: watching the passion in Kelli's expressions as she moves 

kelli-: thusting motions .. left left right right 



kelli-: looking back over my shoulder at the wide eyes 

traincommuter: changes position  

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: pulls off the half tank in one clean motion 

Al_dente_: sometimes one just wishes for a clothing malfunction 

traincommuter: lol al  

kelli-: swirls it in the air 

traincommuter: eyes glued to kelli watching all her curves  

kelli-: whips it between my legs 

kelli-: the small strapless bandeau bra holding me tightly as I turn toward you 

traincommuter: watches  

traincommuter: smiling  

kelli-: dancing hard.. lifting legs high 

odins_hammer: eying the swell of your breasts 

Al_dente_: I bet those breasts want to be free! 

kelli-: bouncy dance .. swirling the half tank 

kelli-: smiles at al  

traincommuter: follows every motion  

kelli-: plants my feet at the edge of the bar.. legs apart .. bouncing my body  

traincommuter: damn kelli  

Al_dente_: smiles nervously as our eyes meet 

kelli-: leans back thrusting my hips to the beat 

kelli-: facing up 

kelli-: tossing the tank down the bar 

odins_hammer: imagines those hips thrusting in other ways 

traincommuter: admires kelli's toned curveous body  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: around my waist 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: turns  

traincommuter: smiles watching her hips sway  

kelli-: swivel  

kelli-: begins to grind to the new hard beat 

kelli-: ass move in circles 

kelli-: swaying back and forth  

Al_dente_: loves those gyrating hips 

kelli-: turns toward you  

kelli-: shimmy my shoulders 

odins_hammer: taking it all in 

kelli-: hands out to my side 

kelli-: bandeau not hiding much 

Al_dente_: we know! 

Al_dente_: and we like! 

kelli-: head flying.. hair all over the place 



traincommuter: enjoys the sexy view  

odins_hammer: very much so 

kelli-: slowly moves to the music 

kelli-: hands slowly moving over my body 

odins_hammer: dam 

kelli-: eyes moving  to each of you 

traincommuter: winks at kelli  

kelli-: curl my fingers in the waist band 

odins_hammer: looking right back at u 

traincommuter: watching her eyes  

Al_dente_: watching her hands... 

kelli-: slowly roll the band down on turn 

kelli-: hips sway and swivel to the R&B 

kelli-: plays air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hair flying 

odins_hammer: shifting in my seat more 

kelli-: heal jamming the beat 

kelli-: heel 

Al_dente_: those shorts are hiding even less now 

kelli-: hands move up  

kelli-: over my head 

kelli-: stretching my tight lil body 

Al_dente_: but they are so tight it hardly matters 

kelli-: hips swivel to the hard beat 

traincommuter: watching without blinking  

kelli-: rocking my body to the rhythm 

kelli-: knees bend 

odins_hammer: speaking of rock 

kelli-: hips shimmy 

Al_dente_: rock hard?? 

odins_hammer: lol. u got it Al 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

traincommuter: i know i am  

kelli-: hands move up and out 

kelli-: upper body bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: hard points showing plainly through the thin material of the bandeau 

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: hair flying  

odins_hammer: yes!  sooo sexy 

Al_dente_: we've noticed that too... 

kelli-: knees bend slightly 

traincommuter: mmmm you are so hot kelli  

kelli-: hips thrust to the guitar solo 



traincommuter: imagines her to play my guitar   

kelli-: leans back more 

kelli-: left right left right .. hips thrusting 

kelli-: straights up and slowly turns .. hips swiveling 

kelli-: hands move on my bare skin  

kelli-: down my ribs 

kelli-: over my hips 

odins_hammer: such beautiful curves 

traincommuter: eyes follow her hands  

kelli-: my hips bones poking out of the top of the yoga shorts 

kelli-: rolls my hips and ass 

Al_dente_: while no-one is looking.. i make an adjustment to the bulge in my pants 

traincommuter: stands up for a while  

odins_hammer: I'm beyond caring whose looking 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the rolled band 

kelli-: moves them around my body just under the band 

kelli-: come on come on comeon 

kelli-: hips rocking the hard beat 

traincommuter: pls do kelli   

kelli-: air guitar 

odins_hammer: Rock it hard Kelli! 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard  

kelli-: knees bent 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: whew 

kelli-: skips down the bar  

kelli-: new tune 

kelli-: jump up on the pole and spins  

kelli-: wraps legs  

kelli-: and arms 

kelli-: around the pole 

traincommuter: gasps  

kelli-: hips pumping the pole 

odins_hammer: dam girl 

kelli-: lays my body flat against the coldmetal 

Al_dente_: lucky pole 

kelli-: peeks at you from behind the pole and smiles 

Al_dente_: see more poles? 

traincommuter: hi sassy  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: legs wrapped 

kelli-: leans way back 

traincommuter: omg  



traincommuter: moans softly  

kelli-: lets go of the pole and lays out upside down 

Al_dente_: Hi sassy 

odins_hammer: wow 

kelli-: hair flying. dancing against the pole 

traincommuter: jeans really getting to tight now omg  

kelli-: body stretched tight 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole 

kelli-: legs release .. body flips and spins on the pole 

kelli-: legs catch the pole and flys around 

odins_hammer: loves watching Kelli work 

kelli-: moves upside down to a hand stand and flips to my feet 

traincommuter: omg  

kelli-: slinky dance up the bar  

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

kelli-: shimmys my body  

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: winks back and licks my lips 

kelli-: drops down and crawls like a prowling cat infront of you 

kelli-: rolls onto my back on the bar 

odins_hammer: here kitty kitty 

D r a z: smiles watching  the wildcat 

kelli-: arching my back  

Al_dente_: likes kitty's 

traincommuter: just watches smlling  

kelli-: up into an upside down U shape 

kelli-: kicks up to a brief handstand 

kelli-: then to my feet 

D r a z: watches kelli  arching  right up 

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: slinky dance 

kelli-: swivels my head 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: fingers slip under the bottom of the bandeau 

D r a z: shes a naughty  little girl ........... she knows it ... we like it that way 

kelli-: thumbs over the  top 

kelli-: slowly squeeze my fingers together 

odins_hammer: leaves a generous tip on the bar for Kelli as I reluctantly get up and call it a night 

kelli-: hips gyrating  

D r a z: slips the tip in kelli's jar 

kelli-: pinching the bandeau a little more 

kelli-: keeping my hard nipples covered 

traincommuter: damn kelli, you are awesome  



kelli-: making sure the material hold tight 

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body as I swivel  

kelli-: hands high 

Al_dente_: as I said.. always hoping for a clothing malfunction...  chances are getting 

good! 

kelli-: slinky s moves  

traincommuter: lol al  

kelli-: slowly moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on my skin 

Al_dente_: hmm sighs... 

kelli-: finger pointing down 

kelli-: slowly move south 

kelli-: over my hips 

kelli-: planting my feet apart on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

traincommuter: my eyes are glued  

kelli-: hands move to my thighs 

kelli-: fingers trace the groove between my legs and body 

kelli-: smiles at the music 

kelli-: thumbs hook the lowered waist band 

Al_dente_: sexy move... 

kelli-: hands hang from the thumbs 

kelli-: hips rock back and forth 

kelli-: slowly swivel as I turn 

kelli-: hips slowly gyrate to the beat 

kelli-: back to you 

D r a z: smiles watching th gyrations 

kelli-: glance back over my shoulder 

kelli-: thumbs tug  

Al_dente_: and catch me watching your ass 

kelli-: move all the way around me 

kelli-: hips and ass slowly move to the hard beat 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: farther 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: body swaying to the beat  

kelli-: toe taps to the faster beat 

kelli-: spins  

Al_dente_: likes the view between the legs 

kelli-: stops facing you 

kelli-: feet apart 

traincommuter: studies every detail  

kelli-: leaning toward you 

kelli-: snapping fingers 



kelli-: hand fly up 

kelli-: head back hair flying 

kelli-: body flying into a hard dance 

kelli-: boobs bounce to the beat 

Al_dente_: I'm sure that bandeau is slipping... 

traincommuter: amazing to see you so energetic  

kelli-: the roundness of the bottom visible and not moving 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: hips swivel .. bends over 

kelli-: giggle 

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance hard 

kelli-: waits for it 

Al_dente_: hi pat 

kelli-: slowly swivels my hips 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: slow slinky dance 

Al_dente_: groans quietly as I watch those hands on Kellis body 

kelli-: adjusts the bandeau so that it's stable 

Al_dente_: spoil sport 

kelli-: hands move up into my hair 

traincommuter: hi pat  

kelli-: flips it in the air 

kelli-: head back 

kelli-: moves in a slow circle 

kelli-: hips move in slinky S moves 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

kelli-: then thrusts  

kelli-: upper body slowly rocking back and forth 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: watching the sets of eyes follow my hands slowly down my body 

D r a z: eyes on the hips as the hands move down 

kelli-: smiles as my fingers hook the low waist band 

traincommuter: eyes are glued  

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: then pick up the beat .. thrusting 

kelli-: as my fingers roll the band .. one  more time 

Al_dente_: ooooohhhhhh 

kelli-: hands slowly move back up my body as my hips thrust and roll 

kelli-: drop to my knees  

kelli-: hands over my head leaning back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: rolling 

kelli-: leaning farther back 

D r a z: smiles as kelli rocks out  the last of the tune  



kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: back arched high 

kelli-: hip thrust  

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: push 

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

D r a z: woo  hoo stands and applauds .....................great dance kelli 

traincommuter: stands up applauding and whistling  

kelli-: pushing back up to my knees 

traincommuter: amazing kelli, amazing  

kelli-: smiles at the boys 

traincommuter: breathtaking  

kelli-: thank you train 

traincommuter: and stimulating   

kelli-: stands and dances toward the back steps 

D r a z: winks at kelli ...............as I  hold up a LAB robe  

kelli-: wiggles my ass to the beat  

kelli-: turns and push my arms in the robe 

traincommuter: wow, what an unexpected pleasant surprise kelli seeing you dance  

kelli-: thank you train 

kelli-: was that the first time you saw me dance? 

D r a z: ties  the belt round kelli 

traincommuter: yep, first time  

kelli-: leans back into Draz .. thanks  

D r a z:  plenty examples on the website 

D r a z:  www.ladyanns.com  

kelli-: the music makes it 

traincommuter: i read some draz but being there is actually much better  

kelli-: good tunes  

traincommuter: you make it kelli  

kelli-: awww.. alot of the girls dance really hawt!! 

D r a z: thats right train..... 

kelli-: but thanx 

traincommuter: you are the first one i see kelli, and it was amazing, ty  

kelli-: looks up and Draz.. smiles and kissssss 

 

 


